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Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to AKO PARA SA BATA in Cebu! This is the first time that AKO PARA SA BATA is held outside Manila. It is not surprising that Cebu is the host. One can say that no one does it better than
the Cebuanos! This is also the first time that the youth has come up with their own manifesto ahead
of the adults! The youth conference on cyberbullying “Shift-CTRL-Del: Cyber Teens Responsible Leaders” was sensational! Under the leadership of Fr. Fidel Orendain of Don Bosco, we are witnessing the birth of a youth movement to stop cyberbullying not only in Cebu but nationwide.
When this year’s conference theme was first chosen by the Cebu Organizing Committee we never
imagined how timely it was going to be. We are at a time when everyone is realizing that protecting children knows no borders; that technology brings the world inside the living room even the bedroom. We need to learn new ways to fight an old enemy that has mutated. The children and youth
have much to teach the adults this time. Naomi, Emma, Yvon, Fidel (FENY) you are all visionaries!
This year’s Most Valuable Partner Awardee is the Committee for the Special Protection of Children, (CSPC)
chaired by the Department of Justice and co-chaired by the Department of Social Welfare and Development. This interagency committee created by Executive Order No. 275 (s. 1995) and further strengthened
by Executive Order No. 53 (s. 2011) was the first of the interagency committees. The members are: CHR,
DFA, DOLE, DOT, DILG, DOH, DepEd, BI, NBI, PNP, Prosecution Service, ECPAT, CPN and Phil Inter-Faith
Network for Children. As the coordinating body of R.A. 7610 which remains as the principal and comprehensive law for the protection of children against abuse and exploitation, CSPC has come up with the
necessary policies, agency memos, and protocols to strengthen the child protection system in our country.
This conference would never be possible without our indefatigable organizing partners: UNICEF, TAO
Corporation and the Department of Justice-Office of Cybercrime. It is in this Cebu conference that national researches on violence against children and the emerging global problem of online child sexual
abuse will be presented for the first time. This is not just a conference but a platform that creates flows
of knowledge, developing new insights leading to innovations that can change the core of how we do
things. We are on the cusp of a new dawn in child protection in the Philippines and we are all part of it!

On behalf of the Child Protection Network, we extend our warmest welcome to the participants of the
AKO PARA SA BATA Conference held this 2015 at Cebu City. As we learned from last year’s conference,
child protection knows no bounds. That is why it is important to bring our learnings to as many people as
possible. We are grateful for the opportunity to stage this conference in Cebu. We hope that the lessons
here can also be shared with other child protection advocacies in the country and in the ASEAN region.
Gone are the days when the only threats that we would like to protect our children from
include physical, sexual, verbal and emotional abuses. Today, we are facing a threat that
is far more complex and would therefore need tighter collaboration among us. An upsurge in
the use of the internet and new forms of social media demands swifter, more responsible and
strategic solutions to threats like child pornography, cyberbullying and other forms of child
exploitation. These have a deep effect on the Filipino family, hence, the need to step up our
efforts and to learn as much as we can to turn cyberculture into something positive. The issues
we confront are not easy, but we hope that a spirit of collaboration across different sectors,
disciplines and regions can empower us and make us more effective in fulfilling our purpose.
We hope to learn much from the delegates, special guests and speakers invited to the twoday event, as you all generously share your expertise on cyberprotection. This conference
would not also be possible without the generosity and support of our organizers and sponsors.
We thank you and pray that the Lord bless us as we continue to champion this cause.
Sincerely yours,

JULIO D. SY, JR.
Honorary Conference Chair
AKO PARA SA BATA The International Conference in Cebu 2015

Ako Para sa Bata,

BERNADETTE J. MADRID, MD
Conference President, AKO PARA SA BATA:
The International Conference in Cebu 2015
Executive Director, Child Protection Network Foundation, Inc.
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Why the focus on online child protection in the campaign against cybercrime?
Children are innocents and from this flows their vulnerability that requires society’s special duty of
care and response. We are for the children.
It is the overriding mission of the newly created Office of Cybercrime of the Department of Justice,
an institution established in 1897, to prevent, interdict, investigate and prosecute child sex traffickers
and offenders. It needs a multi-stakeholder approach and innovative ideas and approaches to get
the work done.
Hence our support and commitment to the year-ending conference today and beyond.
Let us try to understand and reflect on this problem - that despite the value we place on families and
our love for little ones, exploitation and abuse happen in our midst. Is it ignorance or greed? Is it
sickness or depravity?
Let us pray for insights and guidance on how we can come together to a simpler time when red lines
are not crossed, when crimes never pay.
May grace fill our hearts and minds.

DOJ ASST. SEC. GERONIMO SY
Honorary Conference Co-Chair, AKO PARA SA BATA The International Conference in Cebu 2015
Head, Office of Cybercrime, Department of Justice

Our children are now immersed in the cyber world where many of us adults are strangers to or are
just an acquaintance of. When I was given the opportunity to hold the 2015 AKO PARA SA BATA
Conference (APSB) here in Cebu this concern of children being exposed to cyber space came to mind.
To try to present and discuss the various topics applicable to the cyber world was a feat particularly
for those of us who are mere acquaintances of this relatively new arena where danger and peril
lurk for our unknowing children and which many adults use for their own benefit at the expense
of our children. A big thank you to the members of the Scientific Committee members, seven
plenary sessions and ten simultaneous sessions have been created in order to discuss the
issue of online child abuse and exploitation and how to keep our children safe and protected.
The Cebu conference is unique from the other AKO PARA SA BATA conferences in two ways. First,
we wanted to hear what the youth had to say about cyber issues affecting them. Cyber bullying
was a main concern. Hence, a pre-APSB youth conference on cyber bullying was held on October
17 & 18, 2015 at the Bayfront Hotel, Cebu City. Attended by a little over two-hundred students
and one-hundred teachers from pre-selected public and private schools mainly from the cities of
Cebu, Talisay, Mandaue and Lapu-lapu, the youth formulated their own commitment to address
cyber bullying. You shall hear from them on December 2, 2015. But even before then, they
already have been actively saying SHIFT+CTRL+DEL, NO TO CYBERBULLYING in FaceBook,
Twitter, Instagram and other social media available to them as well as in their own schools.
Second, we wanted this conference to have a life of its own even after it ends. Riding on the
commitment of the Child Protection Network Foundation, Inc. to protect children from online child
abuse and exploitation in its partnership with the Convergence of Councils and Committees for
Child Protection spearheaded by the Department of Justice, we have asked other agencies and
organizations to commit to this same task by creating specific, doable, and time-bound activity/
activities. You will also hear from them on December 2, 2015 and, hopefully, in the 2016 APSB
conference in Manila as they have been asked to give us a year-end report of what they have achieved.
This conference, as well as the youth conference, would not have been possible if not for the members
of the Organizing Committee, majority of who have very kindly accepted my request for them to be
on board despite their heavy work schedules. I am humbled. I shall be forever grateful to them.
Thank you, too, to all of you for coming over to Cebu. May we continue to work together and to
learn together all for the best interests of our children.

MARIANNE NAOMI NAVARRO-POCA, MD
Conference Chair
AKO PARA SA BATA The International Conference in Cebu 2015
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The AKO PARA SA BATA (I am for the Child) Summit could not have been held at a better time. Exploitation
of children online is a growing concern globally. Recent reports in the Philippines raise alarms to the protection threats confronting children in our communities, through live streaming and online commercial sexual
exploitation, as well as cyber bullying. The situation calls for urgent, unabated response. UNICEF extends
full support to the Summit and deems online protection of children as an issue of utmost importance.
Children make up one-third of all internet users globally; rapidly expanding internet, which has significantly increased access to information, unfortunately has also heightened the risk of abuse. Protecting children
online has thus become an urgent global agenda. More importantly, it has become part of a larger global
movement to end violence, abuse and exploitation of children in all life-settings, including in the virtual
world.

Honorary Conference Chair			

Julio Sy, Jr.

Honorary Conference Co-Chair			

DOJ Asst. Sec. Geronimo Sy

Conference President				

Dr. Bernadette Madrid

Conference Chair				

Dr. Marianne Naomi Navarro-Poca

Conference Co-Chair				

Dr. Emma Llanto

Scientific Committee Chair			

Dr. Yvonne Redoble

Ways and Means Committee Chairs		
Dr. Leonard Cimafranca
						Dr. Susana Deborah Limchiu
Finance Officer					

Ma. Veronica San Juan

Physical Arrangement Committee Chair		

Dr. Madeline Amadora

Registration and Participation Committee Chair

Dr. Ramon Najarro

UNICEF recognizes the commitment and consistent, hard work of the Government of the Philippines in
raising awareness on issues related to child online exploitation. This commitment is evident through the
useful legislation put in place to support and protect children from the threat of cybercrimes, including
child pornography.

Publicity Committee Chair				

Dr. Doris Obra

However, the laws and policies can only be effective when adequately implemented. We need to advocate
for implementation of the laws to ensure that perpetrators are brought to justice, that every young victim is
appropriately supported, and that communities are assisted to better protect their children.

Souvenir Program Committee Chair		

Dr. Helen Madamba

Awards Committee Chair				

Rosemarie Gonato

Socials Committee Chair				

Dr. Marilou Viray

Exhibits and Poster Session Committee Chair

Antoniella Codiniera

Security and Transportation Committee Chair

Jedidah Sumignan

Documentation Committee Chair			

Holiday Albo, RSW

We know that online abuse of children takes place in communities and homes in the Philippines. It is only
through intensified efforts from all partners that we can stop online exploitation of children, as part of a
broader and more comprehensive campaign to end all forms of violence against children.
We know that strengthening online protection of children demands a strong multi sectoral partnership,
including with law enforcement and private sector (ISPs) alongside traditional child protection partners.
And that further work is needed to build specialised technical capacity to deal with this unique challenge.
We also know there is a serious dearth of good data and evidence on the nature and extent of online
abuse. Our ability to tackle this problem is impeded by inadequate information. It is our challenge, and our
obligation, to urgently gather accurate evidence to crack down against online abuse of children.
Finally, communities and families need to be more aware of and involved in addressing this problem, in
understanding the risks that their children face and what they can do to help end exploitation and violence
against children.
This conference provides an important opportunity to bring concerned partners together, not only to tighten
our grasp of online exploitation, but also to forge ahead with an unyielding, strategic partnership. Together
we can tackle the range of challenges we face in this battle until we protect all children against exploitation
and violence.

Over-all Conference Committee (Manila-Based)
Anna Teresa Clemente
						Maria Melissa Ann David
						Phoebe Emberga
Event Coordinator				Jonathan Alberto
						of Creative Freeway Wedding and
						Events Management

LOTTA SYLWANDER
Representative
UNICEF Philippines
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Conference objectives
General Objective:
At the end of the conference, the participants will be aware of common cyber issues
affecting child protection and will be able to incorporate these issues into child protection
practices and services.
Specific Objectives:
The participants of the conference will be able to:
1. Identify the different cyber issues affecting child protection.
2. Explain how the different cyber issues affect child protection.
3. Identify the needs and issues of the different agencies involved in cyber protection.
4. Make appropriate assessment and management of cyber issues relevant to cyber
protection of children.
5. Commit to the statement / resolution that will protect children from the burden of
the effects of cyber issues.

COnference Room Assignments
December 1, 2015 (Day 1)
Topic

Time

rOOM

8:30 AM – 9:30 AM

Opening Ceremonies

Grand Ballroom, 2nd level

9:30 AM – 12:00 NN

Plenary Sessions

Grand Ballroom, 2nd level

12:00 NN – 1:00 PM

Luncheon Symposium

Grand Ballroom, 2nd level

Simultaneous Symposia (SS)
SS 1: Online Child Abuse (Part I): Definitions,
Laws and Reporting, Initial Investigation
1:00 PM – 5:00 PM

SS 2: Cyberbullying

Manila Room, 2nd level
Grand Ballroom, 2nd level

SS3: Unwanted Exposure and Online
Solicitation
SS4: UNICEF Researches on Online Child
Protection

Beijing-Shanghai Room,
3rd level
Tokyo Room, 2nd level

December 2, 2015 (Day 2)
Topic

Time

rOOM

8:30 AM – 12:00 NN

Plenary Sessions

Grand Ballroom, 2nd level

12:00 NN – 1:15 PM

Luncheon Symposium

Grand Ballroom, 2nd level

Simultaneous Symposia (SS)
SS 5: Bata, bata, kamusta ka na?
(Research and Updates on Child Abuse and
Neglect in the Philippines)

1:30 PM – 5:00 PM

SS 6: ISPs and Financial Institutions: Their Role
in the Cyberprotection of Children

Seoul Room, 2nd level

SS 7: Online Child Abuse (Part IIA): Effective
Aftercare of Survivors of Abuse

Tokyo Room, 2nd level

SS 8: Online Child Abuse (Part IIB): Effective
Investigation, Prosecution and International
Collaboration
SS 9: Internet Addiction, Sexting, Sex Videos
and Other Risky Online Behaviors
SS 10: Good Parenting in the Cyberage
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Grand Ballroom, 2nd level
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Hong Kong Room, 3rd level
Beijing-Shanghai Room,
3rd level
Manila Room, 2nd level

pROGRAM

OVERVIEW
Program Overview

1:30 PM – 5:00 PM 		

SIMULTANEOUS SYMPOSIA

Simultaneous Symposium 1:
Online Child Abuse (Part I): Definitions, Laws and Reporting, Initial Investigation
Moderator: SAPP Lolita Lomanta

DECEMBER 1, 2015 (DAY 1)
Master of Ceremonies: Dr. Leila Nelia Estrella

Topic

Time
7:00 AM – 8:15 AM		

REGISTRATION

8:15 AM – 9:30 AM		

OPENING CEREMONIES

Topic

Time

8:15 AM – 9:30 AM

9:30 AM – 12:00 NN
Time

Speaker

Invocation and National Anthem

Bonita Home for Girls

Welcome Remarks

Dr. Naomi Navarro-Poca,
Conference Chair

Awarding of the Most Valuable Partner

Dr. Bernadette Madrid,
Conference President and
Executive Director, Child
Protection Network

Response in behalf of the Committee for
the Special Protection of Children

Dir. Monica Pagunsan,
Director IV, Planning and
Management Service,
Department of Justice

Introduction of the Keynote Speaker

Atty. Katrina Legarda, Director,
National Network of Women
and Children Protection Units

Keynote Speech

Youth Representative

Conference Overview

Dr. Yvonne Redoble, Scientific
Committee Chair

PLENARY SESSIONS

Topic

Speaker

Speaker

1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers and reactors

Moderator

1:40 PM – 2:10 PM
(30 mins)

Case X – Lessons from a Collaborative Rescue

Atty. Lawrence Aritao

2:10 PM – 2:50 PM
(40 mins)

Definition of online child abuse; Overview
of existing laws and policies that safeguard
children against this type of exploitation

ACP Robinson Landicho

2:50 PM – 3:30 PM
(40 mins)

Agencies that should be involved and the need
for strong collaboration among agencies

Dir. Monica Pagunsan

3:30 PM – 3:45 PM
(15 mins)

Overview of the major impact of Online Sexual
Exploitation of Children (OSEC) and need for
Aftercare

Dr. Clara Nemia Antipala

3:45 PM – 4:00 PM
(15 mins)

Aftercare Teaser

Dr. José Andrés Sotto

4:00 PM – 4:10 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

Judge Joselito Vibandor;
Judge Nathaniel Andal

4:10 PM – 4:40 PM
(30 mins)

Open Forum

Moderator

4:40 PM – 5:00 PM
(20 mins)

Summary

Moderator

Simultaneous Symposium 2:
Cyberbullying
Moderator: Dr. Nora Redulla

9:30 AM – 10:15 AM
(45 mins)

Social Cyberspace: A revolutionary,
perplexing, dangerous new world

Horacio Severino

1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives, introduction of
speakers & reactor. Presentation of case scenarios

Moderator

10:30 AM – 11:15 AM
(45 mins)

Online Child Abuse and Exploitation:
Global Threats, Challenges, Data and
Initiatives

Dorothy Rozga

1:40 PM – 2:20 PM
(40 mins)

Definition, Incidence, People-at-risk

Dr. Emmanuel Hernani

Domestic Data on Online Child Abuse

Chief State Counsel Ricardo
Paras

2:20 PM – 3:00 PM
(40 mins)

Impact of Cyber-bullying; Management of
victims and bullies

Priscilla GonzalezFernando

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM
(30 mins)

Responding to Cyberbullying
A. Cyberwellness as general framework to
bullying prevention

Sonnie Santos

Speaker

3:30 PM – 4:00 PM
(30 mins)

B. Responding to and Reporting cases of
cyberbullying

Ysrael Diloy

Regina Layug-Rosero

4:00 PM – 4:30 PM
(30 mins)

C. Prevention (Framework for Schools) and
example of schools adapting this framework

Leah Patricia Galgo

11:15 AM – 12:00 NN
(45 mins)
12:00 NN – 1:00 PM
Time
12:00 NN – 1:00 PM
(1 hr)

LUNCHEON SYMPOSIUM

Topic
Positively Social: When social media
benefits youth
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OVERVIEW
4:30 PM – 4:40 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

CA Associate Justice
Marilyn Lagura-Yap

4:40 PM – 5:00 PM
(20 mins)

Open Forum and Summary

Moderator

Simultaneous Symposium 3:
Unwanted Exposure and Online Solicitation
Moderator: Dr. Ma. Victoria Ribaya
1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers and reactors

Moderator

1:40 PM – 2:00 PM
(20 mins)

Presentation of 3 local cases on unwanted exposure
to pornography; grooming/solicitation; sextortion

Detective Superintendent
Paul Hopkins

2:00 PM – 2:40 PM
(40 mins)

International setting: demographics, profile,
predictors, vulnerabilities, trends on child online sexual
exposure, detection & monitoring of online exposures

Stephanie McCourt

2:40 PM – 3:20 PM
(40 mins)

Philippine setting: demographics, statistics,
trends on child online sexual exposure,
detection and monitoring of online exposures

PSupt Ma. Ivy Castillo

3:20 PM – 4:00 PM
(40 mins)

Measures for internet safety for children,
parents, caregivers

Stephanie McCourt

4:00 PM – 4:10 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

Judge Cesar Pabel Sulit;
Judge Ester Veloso

4:10 PM – 4:40 PM
(20 mins)

Open Forum

Moderator

4:40 PM – 4:50 PM
(10 mins)

Summary

Moderator

OVERVIEW
4:20 PM – 4:30 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

CA Justice Geraldine
Fiel-Macaraig;
Senior State Prosecutor
Lilian Doris Alejo

4:30 PM – 4:50 PM
(20 mins)

Open Forum

Moderator

4:50 PM – 5:00 PM
(10 mins)

Summary

Moderator

DECEMBER 2, 2015 (DAY 2)
Master of Ceremonies: Dr. Cynthia Daniel
8:30 AM – 12:00 NN

PLENARY SESSIONS

Topic

Time

The Developing Adolescent in the Digital
Generation

Dr. Bernadette Madrid

9:15 AM – 10:00 AM
(45 mins)

Challenges of Cyberculture on Education and
On the Filipino Family

Fr. Fidel Orendain, SDB

10:00 AM – 10:15 AM
(15 mins)

BREAK

10:15 AM – 11:00 AM
(45 mins)

Violence against Children in the Philippines:
The Facts

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers and reactors

Moderator

1:40 PM – 2:30 PM
(50 mins)

Relevant conventions and jurisprudence and
their impact on relevant domestic law

Prof. Myrna Feliciano
Atty. Flordeliza Vargas

2:30 PM – 3:00 PM
(30 mins)

Philippine-specific foreign journals and
publication: magnitude, forms and drivers
of child online exploitation and enabling
environments for child online safety

Dr. Sandra Hernandez

3:00 PM – 3:40 PM
(40 mins)

Methods for capacity gap analysis of
stakeholders in protecting children from abuse
and exploitation online

Dr. Mary Ann Ladia

3:40 PM – 4:20 PM
(40 mins)

Findings and emerging issues, obstacles and
challenges

Atty. Katrina Legarda
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Lotta Sylwander
Moderator:
Dr. Emma Llanto

11:00 AM – 11:45 AM
(45 mins)

Efforts to Fight Online Child Abuse

11:45 AM – 12:00 NN
(15 mins)

Inspirational Talk

Simultaneous Symposium 4:
UNICEF Researches on Online Child Protection
Moderator: Atty. Jacqueline Guzman-Torio
1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Speaker

8:30 AM – 9:15 AM
(45 mins)

12:00 NN – 1:15 PM
Time

12:00 NN – 1:15 PM
(1hr, 15 mins)

Speakers:
Leah Patricia Galgo
Dr. Alwin de Leon
Dolores Alforte
Ransom Avilla
Youth Representative

LUNCHEON SYMPOSIUM

Topic
Taking a Stand against Online Child Abuse
Teaser for APSB 2016
(Theme: Mental Health Interventions)

15

Speaker
Manifesto to be signed by
DepEd, ECPAT, IJM, TDH,
PPS, UNICEF, and the
Cebuano Youth

pROGRAM

pROGRAM

OVERVIEW
1:30 PM – 5:00 PM 		

SIMULTANEOUS SYMPOSIA

Simultaneous Symposium 5:
Bata, bata, kamusta ka na? (Research and Updates on Child Abuse and Neglect in the Philippines)
Moderator: Dr. Bernadette Madrid

OVERVIEW
Simultaneous Symposium 7:
Online Child Abuse (Part IIA): Effective Aftercare of Survivors of Abuse
Moderator: Dolores Rubia
1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers and reactor

Moderator

1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers and reactor

Moderator

Recap of SS1 and the Cebu experience in
providing aftercare to OSEC victims

Dr. Clara Nemia Antipala

1:40 PM – 2:25 PM
(45 mins)

1:40 PM – 2:00 PM
(20 mins)

Evaluation of the WCPUs

Dr. Nemuel Fajutagana

Results of the National Baseline Survey on
Violence against Children-Qualitative Part

Applying lessons learned from combating
traditional trafficking and abuse

Ann Steffen-Knapp

2:25 PM – 3:05 PM
(40 mins)

2:00 PM – 2:40 PM
(40 mins)

Prof. Laurie Ramiro

Emotional and psychosocial impact of online
child abuse

Anamabel Garcia

3:05 PM – 3:15 PM
(10 mins)

2:40 PM – 3:20 PM
(40 mins)

Open Forum

3:15 PM – 3:45 PM
(30 mins)

Systematic Review of Literature of Child Abuse
& Neglect in the Philippines

3: 20 PM – 4:00 PM
(40 mins)

Importance of trauma-informed strategies,
trauma-informed care in all stages, traumainformed psychotherapy

Dr. José Andrés Sotto

3:45 PM – 4:15 PM
(30 mins)

Results of the National Baseline Survey on
Violence against Children-Quantitative and
Comparison Part

Brief Reaction

ED Patricia Luna

4: 00 PM – 4:10 PM
(10 mins)

Judge Maria Celestina
Mangrobang

Open Forum

Moderator

4:15 PM – 4:25 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

Judge Emily San GasparGito

4:10 PM – 4:40 PM
(30 mins)

Summary

Moderator

4:25 PM – 4:45 PM
(20 mins)

4:40 PM – 4:50 PM
(10 mins)

Open Forum

Moderator

4:45 PM – 4:55 PM
(10 mins)

Summary

Moderator

Dr. Noel Juban

Simultaneous Symposium 6:
ISPs and Financial Institutions: Their Role in the Cyberprotection of Children
Moderator: Salve Duplito

Simultaneous Symposium 8:
Online Child Abuse (Part IIB): Effective Investigation, Prosecution and International Collaboration		
Moderator: Judge Amy Avellano
1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers

Moderator

1:40 PM – 2:00 PM
(20 mins)

Recap of SS1 and reframing of the IJM case
from the perspective of investigation

Atty. Lawrence Aritao

1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers and reactor

Moderator

Child Sensitive Interview: An Overview

Dr. Naomi Navarro-Poca

1:40 PM – 2:25 PM
(45 mins)

Duties and responsibilities of financial service
and internet service providers under the law,
in relation to the protection of children from
online abuse

2:00 PM – 2:40 PM
(40 mins)

Atty. Allan Julius Azcueta
State Counsel Herminia
Angeles

2:40 PM – 3:20 PM
(40 mins)

Basic Preservation and Handling of Digital and
Electronic Evidence

PSInsp Michael Virtudazo

Cybercrime and related laws and the rules on
evidence

ACP Robinson Landicho

2:25 PM – 3:25 PM
(1 hr; 30 mins each)

Efforts of financial institutions in assisting law
enforcement agencies in combating online
child abuse

3:20 PM – 3:50 PM
(30 mins)

Leodivico Bungubung, Jr.
Dr. Stephen Cutler

3:50 PM – 4:30 PM
(40 mins)

International Cooperation (Budapest
Convention)

Ransom Avilla

3:25 PM – 4:10 PM
(45 mins)

Efforts in preventing and reducing the
availability of online child abuse materials

Atty. Raul Cortez

4:30 PM – 4:40 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

Judge Jose Lorenzo Dela
Rosa

4:10 PM – 4:20 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

Judge Angeline Mary
Quimpo-Sale

4:40 PM – 5:00 PM
(20 mins)

Open Forum and Summary

Moderator

4:20 PM – 4:40 PM
(20 mins)

Open Forum

Moderator

4:40 PM – 4:50 PM
(10 mins)

Summary

Moderator
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OVERVIEW

SPEAKERS

Plenary sESSION Speaker

Simultaneous Symposium 9:
Internet Addiction, Sexting, Sex Videos and Other Risky Online Behaviors
Moderator: Dr. Joseph Mauro Sayo

Horacio Severino

1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives, and
introduction of speakers and reactor

Moderator

1:40 PM – 1:50 PM
(10 mins)

Case Presentation

Moderator

1:50 PM – 2:30 PM
(40 mins)

Internet Gaming Disorder: Signs and
Symptoms

Dr. Narcisa Cristina Cinco

2:30 PM – 3:10 PM
(40 mins)

Approach to the management of internet
gaming disorder

Dr. Norieta Balderrama

3:10 PM – 3:40 PM
(30 mins)

Selfies, Sexting and Sex Videos
How widely practiced are these by teens? (data
from the YAFS4) What are the possible impact
and consequences of these practices?

Ysrael Diloy

3:40 PM – 4:20 PM
(40 mins)

Intervention/Prevention for internet gaming
and self-generated Child Sexual Abuse (CSA)
materials

Ysrael Diloy

Horacio “Howie” Severino has been a full-time journalist for 27 years and has worked in print, television,
and online media.

4:20 PM – 4:30 PM
(10 mins)

Brief Reaction

Judge Lorna Chua-Cheng

4:30 PM – 4:50 PM
(20 mins)

For the last 13 years, he has co-hosted and written documentaries for the GMA’s pioneering public affairs
program I-Witness, one of the Philippines’ longest running TV programs.

Open Forum

Moderator

4:50 PM – 5:00 PM
(10 mins)

Summary

Moderator

Howie started as a newspaper reporter and magazine writer in 1988, became a co-founder of the Philippine
Center for Investigative Journalism, and established himself as a leading environmental journalist before
embarking on an award-winning documentary career. He started in television in 1997 on The Probe Team
as a host and producer.
He was Editor-in-Chief of GMA News Online, from 2009 to 2014, and now anchors the morning news on
GMA News TV. He has also led GMA Network’s Think Before You Click campaign, an anti-cyber bullying
and responsible social media advocacy.

Simultaneous Symposium 10:
Good Parenting in the Cyberage
Moderator: Jesus Far
1:30 PM – 1:40 PM
(10 mins)

Overview of symposium, objectives,
introduction of speakers

Moderator

He was recently named “Journalist of the Year” for 2015 by the Metrobank Foundation, which gives the
recognition only once every two years for a journalist’s lifetime achievements in the field.

1:40 PM – 2:20 PM
(40 mins)

Good Parenting for Preventing Violence against
children, including Online exploitation & abuse

Sarah Norton-Staal

2:20 PM – 3:00 PM
(40 mins)

Impact of Cyberage on Child Development

Dr. Stella Manalo

Aside from his journalism, Howie has devoted considerable time to mentoring, teaching and lecturing on a
wide range of topics, including media ethics, web journalism, documentary production, social media, visual
storytelling, Jose Rizal, and the future of journalism.

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM
(30 mins)

Implication on Parenting Children and
Adolescents

Dr. Stella Manalo

Since 2009, Howie has been a vice president of GMA Network, first for Multimedia Journalism and currently
Professional Development, responsible for journalism training and career development at GMA Network.

3:30 PM – 4:20 PM
(40 mins)

Parenting Children and Adolescents in the
Cyberage

Sonnie Santos

In a survey by Reader’s Digest in 2009, Severino was named the 6th most trusted Filipino.

4:20 PM – 4:40 PM
(20 mins)

Open Forum

Moderator

4:40 PM – 4:50 PM
(10 mins)

He graduated magna cum laude with a degree in History from Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts
in the US, and received a Master’s degree in Environment, Development and Policy from Sussex University
in the UK in 1993.

Summary

Moderator

6:00 PM – 9:30 PM CLOSING CEREMONIES, FELLOWSHIP NIGHT AND GRADUATION
Hosted by the Provincial Government of Cebu at the Cebu Provincial Capitol Grounds
18
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Dorothy Rozga

Chief State Counsel Ricardo Paras

Dorothy Rozga is the Executive Director of ECPAT International. She joined ECPAT in 2013 after serving as
the interim Executive Director of the African Child Policy Forum based in Ethiopia.

Born in Manila on 26 July 1956, Atty. Paras belongs to a family of lawyers and jurists. His father is the late
Atty. Ricardo Paras, Jr., while his grandfather was the late Chief Justice Ricardo M. Paras. His late uncle,
Supreme Court Justice Edgardo L. Paras is a known Law Professor and author of law books in Civil and
International Law.

Dorothy has an extensive work experience and a strong commitment to the rights of children. Between
1981-2012, she served UNICEF in a range of capacities. Through the course of her work with UNICEF,
she has managed offices and overseen programmes in a wide range of sectors, including programmes
related to eliminating child prostitution, child pornography and child trafficking. For ten years, she served
in Africa as UNICEF’s Representative to Tanzania, as Deputy Regional Director of UNICEF’s Regional Office
for East and Southern Africa located in Kenya, and as Representative to Ghana. For five years she was
the Sr. Programme Officer responsible globally for the incorporation of a Human Rights Based Approach
to UNICEF’s Programming. She also headed UNICEF’s Offices in Calcutta, India and Belize and served
the organization in various capacities in Guatemala and Honduras. Prior to joining UNICEF, Dorothy was
a Peace Corp Volunteer in Jamaica (1977-79) and Belize (1979-81). Between 1973-1977, she was the
Executive Director of Volunteer Services of Greater Kalamazoo in the USA.
Dorothy holds a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology and Urban Studies and a Diploma in Health Care Financing.

He holds the position of Chief State Counsel, Department of Justice. As such, he assists the Secretary of
Justice in the discharge of functions as Attorney General or Legal Adviser of the National Government and
heads the Legal Staff of the DOJ which prepares legal opinions upon request of the Executive Department
of the Government, and handles immigration matters such as the affirmation of recognition of citizenship
cases, issuances of 47(a)(2) visas for foreigners employed in PEZA and BOI registered companies and
exceptions from the Anti-Dummy Law. His office also discharges the functions as Central Authority in
Extradition, Mutual Legal Assistance and Transfer of Sentenced Persons Agreements.
In the field of human rights and International Humanitarian law, he heads the Refugee and Statelessness
Persons Protection Unit which facilitates, identifies, treats and protects refugees and stateless persons
consistent with laws and international commitments and humanitarian traditions and concerns of the
Republic of the Philippines.
Atty. Paras was a former Assistant Secretary and Undersecretary, Department of Justice from 1998 to 2004;
and Solicitor and Trial Court Attorney, Office of the Solicitor General, from August 1984 to September 1988.
Prior to his career in government service, he worked as Labor Relations Officer and Personnel Head of the
Luzon Stevedoring Corporation.
Atty. Paras holds a Bachelor of Science in Commerce, Major in Finance and was the recipient of the Far
East Bank Gold Medal Awardee for Most Outstanding Graduate in Finance. He took his Bachelor of Laws
at the Ateneo de Manila.
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Dr. Bernadette Madrid

Fr. Fidel Orendain, SDB

Dr. Bernadette J. Madrid is the Director of the Child Protection Unit (CPU) of the University of the Philippines
Manila - Philippine General Hospital where she is concurrently Associate Clinical Professor of Pediatrics.
She is the Executive Director of the Child Protection Network Foundation, Inc., an NGO that supports the
training of Child Protection Professionals and the development of Child Protection Units in the Philippines.
Dr. Madrid is a member of several government committees on health, social welfare, law enforcement
and the judiciary. She is Professorial Lecturer II & member of the Research Committee of the Philippine
Judicial Academy of the Supreme Court of the Philippines. She serves in the Multi-Sectoral Governance
Council of the Philippine National Police and the Committee for the Special Protection of Children chaired
by the Department of Justice. Dr. Madrid has published several papers on child protection which have
led to changes in policy and practice in the Philippines. She is a reviewer for Child Abuse & Neglect, the
International Journal and the Journal of Interpersonal Violence. She is the convenor of the Child Abuse
Neglect and Exploitation Study Group of the National Institutes of Health of the University of the Philippines.

Fr. Fidel Orendain SDB is a Salesian Priest of Don Bosco. He has been in the religious life for over 29 years
and a priest for 21 years. He is BSE graduate, major in English and has a minor in Physics. He has a
Master’s degree in Communication, Culture and Technology from Georgetown University in Washington
DC and currently working on his Doctoral studies in Organizational Communication in the University of the
Philippines.

Dr. Madrid has been the recipient of several awards for her work in Child Protection among which are:
The Outstanding Women in the Nation’s Service 2001; 5 Most Outstanding Philippine Doctors 2004;
Outstanding Woman Leaders of the City of Manila 2009; Outstanding Service Award for Child Protective
Services by the National Children’s Advocacy Center, Alabama, USA in 2012. She was elected to the
Executive Council of the International Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect from 20042010. She is presently a member of several international Steering Committees: the Global Social Service
Workforce Alliance and Learning in East Asia and the Pacific, a regional network of Know Violence in
Childhood.
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He took up certificate courses in Organizational Leadership in Berkeley California, and Publications and
Designs in The American University. He does Corporate Crisis Communication Seminar and Corporate
Values Alignment in the country and abroad. He facilitates planning and evaluation of institutions,
particularly of schools, religious orders and dioceses.
As a Salesian Religious, he preaches retreats, teaches in the seminary and gives seminars on Social
Communications, Parent-children relationships, Goal setting for youth. He also gives talks on Midlife
transitions, Life-work Balance and Mass Media awareness. He was in charge of the Social Communications
of the Philippine South Province of Don Bosco for 15 years and a special consultant to the Social
Communications of their order in Rome and the Vatican. Presently he is the Prefect of Studies of Don
Bosco Formation Center and the Chairperson of the Religious Education and Pastoral Communications
Department of Don Bosco Technology College.
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Lotta Sylwander

Leah Patricia Magdaleno-Galgo

Lotta Sylwander joined as UNICEF Representative to the Philippines in March 2014.
Ms. Sylwander brings with her over three decades’ of substantive experience in the social development sector,
garnered from leadership positions she held in many regions across the world where she championed the
cause of children and women.
Before coming to the Philippines, Ms. Sylwander served as the UNICEF Representative to Viet Nam from
2010-2014 and she was UNICEF Representative in Zambia from 2006-2010. From 2001 to 2006, and
before joining UNICEF, she served as Deputy Director General and Director of the Africa Department at the
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, Sida.

Leah Patricia Magdaleno-Galgo is the Child Protection Officer of the Department of Education. Her duties
and responbilities include, among others, providing technical assistance to the Office of the Undersecretary
for Legal and Legislative Affairs on issues related to child protection, anti-bullying, and juvenile justice
and welfare implementation and monitoring. She also conducts and facilitates trainings on DepEd Child
Protection and Anti-Bullying Policies, Juvenile Justice and Welfare, Positive Discipline, Values Education, and
related topics.
Ms. Galgo is a member of the Technical Working Group on National Consultation of School Bullying on
the Basis of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI); on Online Safety; on Implementing Rules and
Regulations of the Anti-Bullying Act of 2013; on the Guidelines and Procedures on the Management of
Children-at-Risk and Children in Conflict with the Law.

Ms. Sylwander is leading the team UNICEF Philippines to improve all key aspects of Filipino children with a
keen personal interest in child protection, social protection, on ethnic minority issues, disaster risk reduction
and child friendly justice system and in education, health and overall wellbeing of children. In Viet Nam she
was instrumental in changing and transforming UNICEF programming for continued relevance in a rapidly
evolving and developing middle income country.

She is a co-editor of Positive Discipline for Everyday Teaching Primer for public school teachers and a
contributor of the Enhanced School Improvement Planning Guide (2015). She also developed a school-wide
behavior management program of intervention entitled “Positive Approach to Student Discipline (PASD).”

A citizen of Sweden, Ms. Sylwander holds an equivalent to Masters’ degree in Social Anthropology and was
a lecturer in the University of Stockholm.

Ms. Galgo obtained her Master of Arts in Education major in Values Education at the University of Asia and
the Pacific and Master of Arts in Teaching at the Central Colleges of the Philippines. She completed her
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology at the Central Colleges of the Philippines and graduated as Magna Cum
laude.

Ms. Sylwander is pleased to return to the Philippines, where she had spent time in the ‘70s and ‘80s. She
greatly appreciates the Philippines as an interesting country with high capacity and energy, and looks
forward to working with all partners in making a positive difference in children’s life. She supports innovative
and productive partnership with various stakeholders to protect and promote the best interest of the Filipino
children.
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Ms. Leah Galgo is a former College Assistant Professor at the Central Colleges of the Philippines, Public
School Head Teacher, Guidance Teacher, retreat facilitator and Lay Formator.
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Dr. Alwin de Leon

Dolores Alforte

Alwin B. De Leon holds a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Development Administration. He is currently the
Country Manager of Terre des Hommes Netherlands Philippine Country Office.

She is the current Director of End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography and the Trafficking of Children
(known as ECPAT), an NGO working for the elimination of CSEC.

Terre des Hommes Netherlands is popularly known for its Sweetie project. Sweetie is a virtual 10-year-old
Filipina girl who went online to track down pedophiles. Using the fictional character, Terre des Hommes
unmasked over 1,000 offenders of webcam sex with children in just two months. Moreover, Sweetie shows
how to track online sex offenders using modern technology.

A Presidential appointee to the Department of Justice-Committee for the Special Protection of Children in
1996 by virtue of EO 275 by then President Fidel Ramos and re-appointed by Sec Leila De Lima, with the
re-organizing and strengthening of the Committee, through EO 53.

Dr. De Leon’s previous work include, among others, Executive Director of Virlanie Foundation; Executive
Director of Katipunan ng Maykapansanan sa Pilipinas, Inc. (KAMPI); and Complementary Interventions
Specialist of Compassion International – Southeast Asia.
Dr. De Leon is the author of the following publications: Managing Community Development Project:
Applying Multi-Sectoral and Results-Based Approaches (2010) and Practicing Community Development
Principles in our Barangays (2005).
Dr. De Leon is a Learning Service Provider of the Philippine Australia Human Resources and Development
Facility since 2013. His other consulting services include: Institutional Funding & Development Consultant of
the Summer Institute of Linguistics International – Asia (SIL Asia); Module Development Consultant of Leonard
Cheshire Disability Philippines Foundation, Inc. (LCDPFI); Strategic Planning Consultant of Norwegian
Mission Alliance Philippines (NMAP); Monitoring & Evaluation Consultant of Good Neighbors International
Philippines (GNIP); Consultant of Environment Management Bureau of Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR-EMB); and Research Specialist/Consultant of JICA Technical Assistance Team,
Capacity Development Project

She is appointed by President Benigno Aquino as member, representing children’s non-governmental
organization, to the Inter-Agency Council Against Child Pornography (IACACP), a Council mandated by RA
9779 and acts as its Vice-Chair.
She spearheaded the Philippine campaign against trafficking and became the first National Coordinator
of Philippine campaign against child trafficking, now known as the Philippines Against Child Trafficking
(PACT), a network of advocates against child trafficking in the country. She is currently sitting as one of its
Board Member and Treasurer.
Her involvement in the children right’s movement started during the inception of ECPAT more than 25 years
ago simply as a volunteer. As her commitment went deeper, she got involved in the campaign, not only
in the Philippines but also in the region as member of the Think Tank that lobbied for the adoption of the
anti-child sex tourism campaign in the ASEAN. She also campaigned in Sweden and Japan in preparation
to the 1st and 2nd World Congresses Against the Commercial Sexual Exploitation held in these countries in
1996 and 2001 respectively and a workshop presenter to the 1st and 3rd World Congresses held in Sweden
and Brazil in 1996 and 2008 respectively.
As writer of the NGO Alternative Report to the Optional Protocol on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution
and Child Pornography (OPSC), she represented the Philippine NGO Community to the Pre-Session
conducted by the Committee on the Rights of the Child in Geneva, Switzerland on February 6, 2012. Again,
she attended the Philippine Review of the Implementation of the OPSC held on January 22, 2013.
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Ransom Avilla

Regina Layug Rosero

Ransom J. Avilla is the dual-hat Attaché for the Department of Homeland Security and Homeland Security
Investigations in Manila, the Philippines. Mr. Avilla has oversight for all HSI investigations and operational
matters in the Philippines. Mr. Avilla is assigned to the American Embassy in Manila, Philippines.

Regina Layug Rosero served as Project Coordinator for Mulat Pinoy-Kabataan News Network (MP-KNN)
from 2009 to 2015. The project was funded by the Philippine Center for Population and Development
and implemented by the Probe Media Foundation. Over six years the project gained recognition locally
and abroad as a pioneering endeavor. The project’s objective was to spread awareness about population
and development among the youth, using social media and related platforms to disseminate accurate
information in youth-friendly formats. MP-KNN also provided media training to youth reporters all over
the Philippines, giving them the tools to tell their own stories and in turn sharing these stories with a global
audience.

Prior to his selection as the HSI Attaché, Mr. Avilla was assigned to the Office of the Special Agent in
Charge, San Diego, California. He occupied the position as an Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC)
and was the Chief Intelligence Officer (CIO). The CIO primarily focuses on criminal intelligence collection
and exploitation in support of ongoing HSI investigations. Mr. Avilla focused on drug smuggling, counterproliferation, and human smuggling and trafficking investigations.
Mr. Avilla has extensive overseas work experience; he was assigned as the interim HSI Attaché to the
American Embassy in Amman, Jordan and HSI liaison in Baghdad, Iraq. In 2006-08, Mr. Avilla was the
ICE Attaché in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.

In addition to her work with MP-KNN, Regina Layug Rosero is a writer, published in print and online
publications such as ABS-CBNNews.com, GMA News Online and Rappler.com. She runs a creative
consultancy and events management company called Puzzled Owl. She loves cats and Star Wars.

Mr. Avilla is married with three adult children. He is accompanied by his wife and two children in the
Philippines.
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Simultaneous Symposium 1:

Online Child Abuse (Part I): Definitions, Laws and Reporting, Initial Investigation
SAPP Lolita Lomanta (Moderator)
• Senior Assistant Provincial Prosecutor, Cebu Province
• Family Court Prosecutor handling cases on Women and Children
• Faculty Member, Southwestern University-College of Law
• Commissioner, Provincial Women’s Commission (PWC)-Cebu Province
• Member, Technical Working Group- PWC
Atty. Lawrence Aritao
• Director of Prosecution Development, International Justice Mission (IJM) Philippines (2015)
• Director of Legal Interventions, IJM Pampanga (2015)
• Director of Legal Interventions, IJM Cebu (2013-2014)
• Special Counsel for Interventions, IJM Manila (2008-2013)
• Legal Clerk, IJM Manila (2008)
• U.P. College of Law Class of 2007
• Ateneo De Manila University Class of 2002
• Proud Husband, Father, and Avid Coffee Drinker
• Enthusiast Photographer
ACP Robinson Landicho
• Assistant City Prosecutor, Department of Justice, Office of the Prosecutor of Pasig City (2009-present)
• Technical Working Group Member, IRR RA 10175; Cybercrime Investigation Manual, Task Force
on Cybercrime
• Member, Criminal Code Committee (2013-present)
• Member, Committee on the Revision of the 2000 Bail Bond Guide (2012-present)
• Professor, Philippine Christian University, College of Law (2011-present)
• Awardee, Certificate of Recognition by the Office of the City Prosecutor of Pasig City for his selfless
and invaluable service by assisting his colleagues in resolving their pending cases which helped
the office achieve an excellent rating for the Year 2013 (Awarded in 2014)
• Awardee, Top 5 Performers on disposition of all cases (RPI, SUM, INQ) with an average of 99.12%.
• Awarded by the Office of the City Prosecutor of Pasig City (2012)
• Member, Philippine Bar - Roll of Attorneys No. 49039
Dir. Ma. Monica Pagunsan
• Director IV, Planning and Management Service, Department of Justice (DOJ) (2006-present)
• Member, Sub-Committees on Governance and Rule of Law and Peace and Security
• Sits in the Committee for the Special Protection of Children (CSPC), an interagency committee
rendering technical assistance to the Chairperson-designate
• Member, Technical Management Group, Council for the Welfare of Children (CWC)
• Member, DOJ Technical Working Group, United Nations on Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC)
Compliance Committee
• Alternate member representative of the DOJ to the Interagency Council on Violence Against Women
and their Children (IACVAWC), the council tasked to oversee the implementation of Violence Against
Women and their Children Act
• Vice-Chairperson, Integrity Management Program of the Department
• Philippine Representative, Open-Ended Inter-governmental Expert Group Meeting on the
Development of a Draft Set of Model Strategies and Practical Measures on the Elimination of
Violence against Children in the Field of Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
in Bangkok, Thailand (2014)
• Philippine Representative, 23rd Session of the Commission on Crime Prevention
and Criminal Justice in Vienna, Austria (2014)
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• Philippine Representative, Regional Workshop on Responding to Violence against Children in Contact
with the Justice System in Bangkok, Thailand (2014)
Dr. José Andrés Sotto
• Consultant for Aftercare Development, IJM
• Practicing Trauma Therapist and Pastoral Counselor
• Special Areas of Study: Male Victims/Survivors of Sexual Abuse and Burnout Among Human Service
Workers
• Certified Suicidologist, USA and Canada
• Trainer, Trauma-Informed Care and Trauma-Informed Psychotherapy
Dr. Clara Nemia Antipala
See SS 7

Simultaneous Symposium 2:
Cyberbullying

Dr. Nora Abesamis Redulla (Moderator)
• Graduated from Cebu Institute of Medicine
Pediatric residency at Cebu Doctors’ Hospital (now Cebu Doctors’ University Hospital)
• Fellow, Philippine Pediatric Society
• Consultant, Department of Pediatrics, Cebu Doctors’ University Hospital
• Associate Professor, Cebu Doctors’ University College of Medicine
• Assistant to the Dean for Senior Clerkship Program, Cebu Doctors’ University College of Medicine
• School physician, St. Benedict Childhood Education Centre
Dr. Emmanuel Hernani
• Psychologist- PRC license no. 000435
• Professor, Cebu Normal University and University of San Carlos
• Former University Counselor and Dean of Student Affairs, Cebu Normal University
• Consultant to different NGOs (180 Degrees Rehabilitation Center, Mother Mary Children’s School,
Kapwa Ko Mahal Ko, Legal Alternative for Women Center Inc.) and Government Organizations
(LGUs in Cebu) on matters that involved drug addiction, domestic violence, family crisis and individual
psychosocial problems since 2001
• Member, Association for the Advancement of Gestalt Therapy-An International Community (AAGT-AIC)
• President, Facilitators Circle Incorporated
• Founding member, Association for the Advancement of Humanistic Psychology (AAHP), Gestalt Therapy
Association of Southeast Asia (GTASA), Kapisanan ng mga Broadcaster ng Pilipinas (KBP), Adventure
Therapy International Committee (ATIC), Psychological Association of the Philippines (PAP) and
Philippine Mental Health Association (PMHA)
• Conducts evaluation on development programs and psychosocial projects of World Health Organization,
Ramon Aboitiz Foundation Incorporated and multi-national companies in Cebu City and province.
Priscilla Gonzalez-Fernando
• AB major in Psychology, minor in Family Life and Child Development, from U.P Diliman
• M.A. in Counseling Psychology from the Ateneo de Manila
• Preschool teacher; university teacher of Psychology; and research and curriculum consultant for
children’s television shows, such as Kalye Sesame, Batibot, Sineskwela, Bayani, Hirayamanawari,
MathTinik, Epol-Apple, Pahina and Art Jam
• Has had more than 15 years of training & experience in play therapy, emotional &
behavioral issues of children, and the use of creative expression for healing
• In private practice since 2007 in Manila at In Touch Community Services in Makati,
& since 2012 in Cebu, this year at her play & counseling room on Gorordo Avenue
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• Her specialty is children, adolescents, and adults who are going through life changes or transitions
and who have emotional or behavioral problems such as sadness, grief, depression, anger, anxiety
or confusion
• Registered Psychologist, Psychological Association of the Philippines (PAP) Certified Specialist in Clinical
Psychology
• Founding board member, Philippine Association for Child and Play Therapy (PhilPlay)

Detective Superintendent Paul Hopkins
• Has over 26 years experience in law enforcement
• Has performed police leadership roles in all states of Australia as well in official deployments (including
three peacekeeping missions) to 10 other countries
• Has led numerous successful multi-agency transnational taskforces investigating organised crime,
human trafficking, child abuse and terrorism
• A recognized senior police instructor, specializing in investigations leadership and advanced cognitive
interviewing
• Performed the role of AFP Counter Terrorism Liaison Officer to the USA for over two years, and is
currently the AFP Senior Liaison Officer, Manila (since January 2014)
• Holds a Bachelor of Science, Master of Business Administration (MBA), and is currently studying law
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Sonnie Santos
• Multi-Award Recipient for his Digital Initiatives: Recipient of Best in Corporate and Brand Blogging
in PH (2015); Finalist, Globe T@tt Awards (2011); Recipient of Best in Advocacy Blogging in PH for his
Cyberwellness initiative (2010)
• Seasoned People Management Executive, held the position of Asst. Vice President prior to his consulting
venture
• Digital, People/Organisation Development Strategist
• Pioneer Advocate of Online Safety and Proactive Use of Social Web in the Philippines
• Appeared to various public service programs like Real Talk by CNN, Failon Ngayon, Magpakailanman,
Unang Hirit and ANC Alerts for his advocacy, among many others
• Actively involved in bridging the digital divide by training educators, social workers and parents of (1)
the value adding benefits of going digital, social and mobile, and (2) prevention and proactive
response to cyberbullying and other forms of online abuse
• Actively engaging the youth to use social web proactively and safely, and teaching them how to
respond to a negative online experience
Ysrael Diloy
• Senior Advocacy Officer, Stairway Foundation, Inc. (2005-present)
• Regional Child Protection Trainer for Asia, Kindernothilfe (KNH) Germany through Stairway Foundation
(2012-present)
• NGO representative for Stairway Foundation, National Inter-Agency Council Against Child Pornography
(IACACP) (2011-present)
• Technical Working Group Member, DOJ convergence group on Online Sexual Abuse of Children
(2013-present)
• Member of the Advisory Panel, International Child Protection Network (ICPN); and National Crime
Agency, Center for Exploitation and Online Protection, (NCA-CEOP) UK (2013-present)
• National Convener, Safe Internet Day Philippines via the Global Safer Internet Day network
(2013-present)
• National Trainer on Child Protection, DepEd Child Protection Technical Working Group (2012-present)
• Project Coordinator, CyberSafe, an online safety partnership between Stairway and the Department of
Education (DepEd) on integrating online safety education in the classrooms (2015)
Leah Patricia Magdaleno-Galgo
See Plenary Session Speaker
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Stephanie McCourt
• UK Law Enforcement National Crime Agency Officer and a specialist in issues including Child Sexual
Exploitation, Cybercrime and Sextortion working collaboratively with law enforcement, justice agencies
and private industry. Stephanie is currently responsible for Thailand, Cambodia, Philippines and
Indonesia
• An ex Police Officer with 20 years law enforcement experience
• Worked as a Senior Detective in the UK’s national agencies, including the Child Exploitation and
Online Protection Centre, in areas such as murder, serious sexual crime, kidnap, violent assaults,
acquisitive crime, surveillance and covert policing
• Worked on CSE operations and criminal justice processes in a diverse number of countries including
Western/ Eastern Europe, South and South East Asia, former Soviet, and the Middle East
• Responsible for the innovation behind the UK’s International Child Protection Certificate (ICPC) which
since 2012, ensures UK criminal record checks are available for British nationals working with children
overseas
PSupt Ma. Ivy Castillo
• Asst. Chief, Cyber Security Research and Analysis Division, Philippine National Police, Anti-Cybercrime
Group (PNP ACG)
• Supervisor, Women and Children Section, COTD, PNP ACG
• Licensed Nurse
• Awardee, Outstanding Junior PCO Cyber COP of the Year of the PNP Anti Cybercrime Group (2014)
• Awardee, Ten Outstanding Police Women of the Philippines (2006)
• Graduate, Masters in Management, Major in Public Administration at the Philippine Christian University,
Taft Manila (2003); Bachelor of Science in Public Safety (Magilas class) at the Philippine National Police
Academy, Silang Cavite (2000)

Simultaneous Symposium 4:

UNICEF Researches on Online Child Protection

Simultaneous Symposium 3:

Unwanted Exposure and Online Solicitation
Dr. Ma. Victoria Ribaya (Moderator)
• Section Chief Pediatric Emergency Medicine, St. Luke’s Quezon City
• Head of ER, Philippine Children’s Medical Center
• Medical Escort, International SOS
• Member, CPU-Net
• UERMMMC, Medical School
• Pediatric Residency, Beth Israel Medical- Center, NY
• Fellowship in Pediatric Emergency Medicine, Albert Einstein-Montefiore Medical
Center, Bronx NY
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Atty. Jacqueline Guzman-Torio (Moderator)
• Confidential Staff, Board of Trustees, Government Service Insurance System
• Family Law Practitioner
• Teaches Persons and Family Relations at De La Salle University College of Law
• Happily married
• Loves to sing
• Aspiring songwriter
Prof. Myrna Feliciano
• Executive Director, Supreme Court of the Philippines, Mandatory Continuing Legal
Education Office (2002-present)
• Professor II and Chair, Department of Legal Method & Research;
Member, Academic Council, Philippine Judicial Academy (1996-present)
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• Professorial Lecturer, U.P. College of Law (2003-present)
• Member, Supreme Court Committee on Gender Responsiveness in the Judiciary (2012-present)
• Member, Supreme Court Sub-committee on Family Court Rules (2014-present)
• Consultant, various agencies such as the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) Project on Customized
Gender Training, DFA (2014 to 2015)
• Consultant, Study of Case Carrying Capacity of Lower Court Judges, 2013-2014 (Asia Foundation &
USAID)
• Awardee, UPAA Distinguished Alumni Award for Gender Equality/Women Empowerment (2009)
• Author, various books, monographs and periodical articles
• Graduate, LL.M. in Harvard University (1980);
LL.B., University of the Philippines (1973)

• Joined the Angara Abello Concepcion Regala and Cruz Law offices (ACCRALAW) in 1981 and left
a Partner in 1992.
• Handled and assisted in the prosecution of Cong. Romeo G. Jalosjos for statutory rape as de oficio
counsel of a woman on death row for killing her husband
• Persuaded the Philippine Supreme Court to recognize the “Battered Woman Syndrome” as a defense
in a parricide charge. The law on Anti-Violence Against Women and their Children was passed three
(3) months after the Supreme Court decision in People vs Marivic Genosa was promulgated
• Program Co-Developer and trainer of judges, prosecutors, social workers, medical and police
personnel around the country and in other parts of Asia on the investigation of crimes involving women
and children under the auspices of the UNICEF, PLAN International, the British Embassy (Manila) and
UNIFEM and other government and non-government agencies
• Presently with the Child Protection Network Foundation, Philippines assisting children through the legal
system
• Presently a Professor in various Colleges of Law teaching Persons and Family Relations, Succession,
and Civil Law Review
• Co-authored a book, Family Law in the Philippines, published by Lexis Nexis, in December 2013
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Atty. Flordeliza Vargas
• Director, Office of the National Administrative Register, University of the Philippines Law Center
(2013-present )
• Member, Inter Country Adoption Board Placement Committee (ICPC) (2013-present)
• Instructor, De La Salle University College of Law (2013-present)
• Instructor, Lyceum of the Philippines College of Law (2011-present)
• Instructor, Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila (PLM) College of Law (2012-present)
• Project Manager, Various training programs in coordination with the USAID (2006-2012)
• Co-author/ Contributor / Editor, Various publications such as Gender Sensitivity in the Family Courts
(2005); Addressing Rape in the Legal System (2001); Battered Woman Syndrome And The Law On
Self-Defense (1998)
• Graduate, Bachelor of Laws, University of the Philippines (1998)
Dr. Sandra Concepcion Layla Hernandez
• Child Protection Specialist, Philippine General Hospital-Child Protection Unit (2011-present)
• Director For Research, Child Protection Network Foundation, Inc. (2015-present)
• Director For Training, Child Protection Network Foundation, Inc. (2014-2015)
• Graduate, Master Of Public Health, University Of The Philippines Manila (2015)
• Graduate, Doctor Of Medicine, University Of Santo Tomas (2002)
• Fellowship Training in Ambulatory Pediatrics, Philippine General Hospital (2009-2013)
• Child Protection Specialty Training, Child Protection Network Foundation/Philippine General Hospital/
Department of Health (2009-2011)
• Residency Training in Pediatrics, University Of Santo Tomas Hospital (2005-2008)
Dr. Mary Ann Ladia
• Medical Anthropologist
• University Researcher III, Institute of Clinical Epidemiology at the National Institutes of Health, University
of the Philippines Manila
• Co-author, Various publications such as TB meets IE: contributions of ethnography (2015); Stakeholders’
Perspectives of Infant and Young Child Feeding Policies in the Philippines (2011); Keten van liefde:
Chain of Love (2004)
• Holds the following academic degrees: PhD in Anthropology (Medical Anthropology), Michigan
State University (2008); MA Anthropology, Michigan State University (2007); Master of Health Social
Science, De La Salle University (1997); MS Psychology, Saint Louis University (1994); BA Social Science
(Economics-Psychology), UP Baguio (1985)
• WHO consultant to develop modules and toolkit on qualitative methods and about the social context
of health; and to train Development Management Officers of the Department of Health
• Co-teaches graduate students of the Department of Clinical Epidemiology, College of Medicine,
UP Manila Fundamentals of Clinical Economics and Health Social Science
Maria Carolina Trinidad Legarda a.k.a. Atty. Katrina Legarda
• Graduated from University of Bristol, England (B.A Hons., History) in 1975
• Obtained her degree in law from the University of the Philippines
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Simultaneous Symposium 5:

Bata, bata, kamusta ka na? (Research and Updates on Child Abuse and Neglect in the Philippines)
Dr. Bernadette Madrid (Moderator)
See Plenary Session Speaker
Dr. Nemuel Fajutagana
• Dean, National Teacher Training Center for the Health Professions, University of the Philippines Manila
• Associate Professor, National Teacher Training Center for the Health Professions, University of the
Philippines Manila
• Director, Interactive Learning Center, University of the Philippines Manila
• Teacher, The Pacific Open Learning Health Net
• Board Member, RDL-CLEAR, Romblon
• Member of the Executive Committee, Asia-Pacific Association on PBL in Health Sciences
• B.S. Clinical Psychology, Far Eastern University
• Doctor of Medicine, Far Eastern University – Nicanor Reyes Memorial Medical Center
• Masters in Health Professions Education, Maastricht Netherlands
• Alternative Residency in Community Medicine
Prof. Laurie Ramiro
• Professor of psychology and behavioral health, College of Arts and Sciences, University of the
Philippines Manila
• Adjunct faculty, Department of Clinical Epidemiology, UP College of Medicine
• Has done numerous studies on child abuse and domestic violence and is a member of national and
international networks with interest on violence and injury
• Author, Several articles in peer-reviewed journals the latest of which was in the International Journal
of Child Abuse and Neglect October 2011 issue, entitled Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) and
Health-Risk Behaviors among Adults in a Developing Country Setting
• Reviews for Child Abuse and Neglect Journal, Social Science and Medicine, Journal of Interpersonal
Violence, International Journal for Men’s Health, Journal of Women’s Health and Journal of
Neuroscience and Behavioural Health. She was the past Secretary-General of the Asia-Pacific Network
(APNET) of the International Forum of Social Sciences in Health (IFFSH)
• Holds the following academic degrees: PhD Management, Philippine College of Health SciencesManila; Master of Medical Sciences (Medical Social Sciences), University of
Newcastle, Australia; MA Psychology, UP Diliman; BA Psychology, UP Diliman
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Dr. Noel Juban
• Director, Institute of Clinical Epidemiology at the National Institutes of Health
• Associate Professor & former Dean, Department of Clinical Epidemiology, University of the Philippines Manila
• Associated Professor, Department of Family & Community Medicine, University of the Philippines Manila
• Fogarty International Fellowship, Brown University AIDS Program
• Doctor of Medicine, University of the Philippines College of Medicine
• Masters in Clinical Epidemiology, University of the Philippines Manila
• Involved in essential national health research agenda

State Counsel Herminia Angeles
• Senior State Counsel, Department of Justice
• Member of the Philippine delegation to the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) for the
1st and 2nd Universal Periodic Review (UPR) State Report, in Geneva, Switzerland in 2008 and 2012,
respectively
• Member of the Philippine delegation to the Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights
(OHCHR) and actively participated in the drafting of State Report to the following core human rights
treaty reports, such as the International Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Convention on Migrant
Workers (CMW), Convention Against Torture (CAT), Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), and Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
• Facilitated in the crafting and the formulation of the Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) of the
Anti-Torture Act of 209 (R.A. No. 9745); Anti-Enforced or Involuntary Disappearance Act of 2012 (R.A.
No. 10353), and AO35 (Inter-Agency Committee on Extra Judicial Killings, Enforced Disappearances,
Torture, and other Grave Violation of the Right to Life, Liberty and Security of Persons) and consistently
served as a resource person in other pending bills in Congress
• Holds the following academic degrees: Master of Laws Specialized on Human Right and International
Law, University of Sto. Tomas (UST) (2009); Bachelor of Laws, UST (1998); AB Philosophy, UST (1993)
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ED Patricia Luna
• Executive Director, Council for the Welfare of Children
• Director, Association of Regional Executives of Metro Manila (2008-present)
• Director, Family Committee, Rotary International, Rotary Club of Sikatuna (2002-2006)
• Vice President, ELAMS (Education, Liberal Arts, Music & Social Work) College of Social Work Alumni
Association, Centro Escolar University (2004-present)
• Member, Philippine Association of Social Workers, Inc. (PASWI) Advisory Council (2002-present)
• President, PASWI – re-elected for 3 terms (1994-1996)
• Convenor, DSWD Core of Specialist Group for Children (2011-present)
• Awardee, Excellence in Research Awards, Centro Escolar University (CEU) (2005); Outstanding
Community Service Award, Rotary Club of Sikatuna (2005); Outstanding Alumna, CEU College of
Social Work (1996)
• Holds the following academic degrees: Masters of Science in Social Work, CEU (2005); Bachelor of
Science in Social Work, CEU (1975)

Simultaneous Symposium 6:

ISPs and Financial Institutions: Their Role in the Cyberprotection of Children
Salve Duplito (Moderator)
• Resident Financial Adviser of On The Money, a personal finance show aired on the ABS-CBN News
Channel, where she has a regular segment called “Salve Says.” The show has won the Gawad
Tanglaw Awards for Business Show Category, after less than a year of airing
• Public speaker / communication consultant for organizations like the World Bank, the USAID, and the
Asian Development Bank
• Financial journalist for publications like the Philippine Daily Inquirer, the Inquirer Interactive, and
the BusinessWorld, winning prestigious awards for her articles like the Jaime V. Ongpin Awards for
Invetigative Journalism, EJAP/Metropacific Banking and Finance Reporter of the Year, and the Citibank
Award for Excellence, among others
Atty. Allan Julius Azcueta
• Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist (CAMS), Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering
Specialists (ACAMS) based in Miami, Florida, USA
• Legal counsel, Anti-Money Laundering Council and its secretariat
• Member, Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) National Risk
Assessment Secretariat
• Chairman, AML/CFT Working Group for Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions
• Holds the following academic degrees: Master of Public Administration at the University of the
Philippines; Diploma in Public Management at the University of the Philippines (2014); Bachelor of
Laws at Far Eastern University (2006)
• Attended local and international trainings in the field of Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing in Mongolia, particularly in Typologies and Virtual Currencies, in 2013 and Mutual evaluation
and ML/TF National Risk Assessment in Korea in 2014
• Served as a Subject Matter Expert on Virtual Currency, particularly Bitcoin during the
Seniors Officials Meeting of the APEC last February and has been representing the
AMLC in the Counter Terrorism Working Group of APEC in all the Senior Officials
Meetings for 2015
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Leodivico Bungubung, Jr.
• Director, Global Security & Investigations for the Asia Pacific (APAC) Region of The Western Union
Company (WU)
• Joined WU in 2009 and while he is based in the Philippines, he is responsible for a total of 39 countries
where WU is physically present
• Has a total of 21 years professional experience, holding certifications such as Certified Protection
Professional (CPP), Certified Security Professional (CSP) & Certified Security Management Specialist
(CSMS)
• Has been a constant speaker in and has attended various Financial Crimes and Cyber Crimes
conferences organized by both Public and Private Sectors
• With his and WU advocacy in curbing crimes, he has received awards and recognitions from
government and private institutions
• Has previously worked with & held Managerial Positions at JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Philip Morris
International & UPS International, Inc. overseeing the Security, Investigations and Compliance function
• Holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration and has attended the Philippine Military
Academy (PMA), a member of the Masinag Class of 1998 & received training with the Philippine Army
Dr. Stephen Cutler
• Chief Compliance Officer of OMNIPAY
• Consults on banking/payment system compliance, data security/risk assessment
and management, cyber security matters, and software and systems development
in support of those programs
• Lectures frequently on risk related topics to senior level leadership groups
throughout the Philippines
• Served for twenty-two years with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, including five years as Legal
Attache, which is the Chief of the FBI office, at the United States Embassy in Manila Philippines
• Retired from the FBI in 2008
• Earned a PhD in Criminology from the Philippines College of Criminology
• Co-authored two books, articles on cyber security that have been published by the National Defense
College of the Philippines and published numerous articles appearing in international magazines on
security and cyber security
Atty. Raul Cortez
• Legal & Corporate Affairs Director of Microsoft Philippines in charge of all legal
matters affecting the Philippines operation of Microsoft. He also leads the
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Citizenship program which is the outreach program of Microsoft (2011-present)
• Member of Microsoft’s Digital Crimes Unit
• Has over 20 years of legal experience both in the Philippines as well as in the U.S.A
• Received his Master of Laws degree in International Commercial Transactions and Comparative Law
from the University of San Francisco
• Earned both his Bachelor of Laws and Bachelor of Science in Economics from the University of the
Philippines
• Previously the Philippines Legal Lead for Accenture, Inc. and Director for Legal Affairs of People
Support, Inc., a subsidiary of former U.S. publicly listed company
• Prior to moving back to the Philippines in 2003, Raul was working at Cooley Godward LLP, one of the
top law firms in the United States, where he worked in the Corporate Securities Group for over 4 years

Anamabel Garcia
• Director of Aftercare, International Justice Mission (IJM), Pampanga Field Office (2013-present)
• Part-time Professor on Women and Psychology (graduate studies) and on Introduction to Women
Studies (College level), St. Scholastica’s College, Manila (2011-2014)
• Part-time Professor on Summer Classes on Handling Abused Women and Children in the Institute of
Formation and Religious Studies, Quezon City (2006-2013)
• Attended an Asia- Pacific Expert Consultative Meeting on Due Diligence in Penang, Malaysia (2012)
• Officer-In-Charge, Women’s Crisis Center, Manila (2010)
• Counselor specializing in counseling abused women and children
• ‘Women Who Care’ Awardee by Triumph International given last October 17, 2002 in recognition to
long years of giving psychological & emotional help to abused women and children
• Presented a Paper on Feminist Counseling in the Philippines during the Workshop on Counseling for
Violence Against Women (VAW) Survivors in Seoul, South Korea, 1998
• Took up Women and Development Course for Master’s Degree in the University of the Philippines,
Quezon City
• Finished AB Psychology in Philippine Christian University, Manila
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Simultaneous Symposium 7:

Online Child Abuse (Part IIA): Effective Aftercare of Survivors of Abuse
Dolores Rubia (Moderator)
• Director of Aftercare, International Justice Mission
• Formerly Supervising Social Worker, Child Protection Unit, UP-PGH
• Part-time Faculty Member, Asian Social Institute
• Trained family therapist / Member / Resource Person, Society of Filipino Family Therapists (2004-present)
Board Member, Speed the Light Foundation, Inc. (2011-present)
• Board Member, Sun for All Children Foundation, Inc. (1995 – present)
• Holds the following academic degrees: Master of Science in Social Work at the Asian Social Institute
(2002); Bachelor of Science in Social Work at Colegio de Sta. Isabel, Naga City (1989)
• Currently completing her PhD in Clinical Psychology at UP Diliman
Dr. Clara Nemia Antipala
• Director of Aftercare, International Justice Mission – Cebu
• Former Assistant Regional Director for Operations, DSWD 7
• Holds the following academic degrees: Doctor in Public Administration, Cebu Normal University
(2008); Master of Science in Social Work, University of Southern Philippines, Cebu (1995); Bachelor of
Arts in Psychology, University of San Carlos, Cebu City, Philippines (1974)
Ann Steffen-Knapp
• Director of Aftercare Development, Philippines for International Justice Mission, from July 2013 to
present, supporting IJM Field Offices in the Philippines in providing aftercare services to survivors
of commercial sexual exploitation and child sexual abuse and collaborating with partners to develop
trauma informed systems serving survivors in a variety of contexts
• Holds the following academic degrees: Bachelor of Science in Human Development and Family Studies
from the University of Illinois; Master of Social Work from Arizona State University; and Certificate in
Global Mental Health: Trauma and Recovery through the Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma/
Harvard Medical School Department of Continuing Education
• Pediatric Social Worker at Cardon Children’s Medical Center in Mesa, Arizona from May 2007-May
2009, participating in a multidisciplinary team to address the psychosocial needs of hospitalized
children and their families and responded to cases of suspected child abuse
• Aftercare Fellow, IJM Mumbai in Mumbai, India from June 2009-June 2010 as an Aftercare Fellow,
aiding in the design and implementation of Aftercare programs for survivors of commercial sexual
exploitation
• Aftercare Training and Research Development Specialist, IJM Headquarters from August 2010-July
2013, developing training resources for IJM field office Aftercare staff in 15 field offices and contributed
to the design, monitoring and evaluation of IJM Aftercare programs globally
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Dr. José Andrés Sotto
See SS 1

Simultaneous Symposium 8:

Online Child Abuse (Part IIB): Effective Investigation, Prosecution and International Collaboration
Judge Amy Avellano (Moderator)
• Presiding Judge, Regional Trial Court, Branch 58, San Carlos City, Negros Occidental
• Professorial Lecturer I, Philippine Judicial Academy
• Faculty member, Lyceum of the Philippines University-College of Law
• Master of Laws, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA
• Bachelor of Laws, University of San Carlos
• Legal Consultant, CPU-PGH (2005-2014)
• Resource Development Director, Child Protection Network (2009-2014)
Atty. Lawrence Aritao
See SS 1
Dr. Marianne Naomi Navarro-Poca
• Pediatric Cardiologist and Child Protection Specialist
• Head, Pediatric Section, Women & Children’s Protection Center, Vicente Sotto Memorial Medical Center
• 17 years of work in the field of Child Protection
• Has been recognized for her work in child protection by the Philippine Pediatric
Society, Inc.- Cebu, Central & Eastern Visayas Chapter in 2005 and by the Cebu
Provincial Women’s Commission in 2012 and in 2015
• Teaches Pediatric Cardiology and Child Maltreatment at the Gullas College of
Medicine, Southwestern University School of Medicine, and Matias H. Aznar Memorial College of
Medicine and Legal Medicine at the College of Law, University of San Carlos
• Affiliated with the following hospitals in Cebu City: Cebu Doctors’ University Hospital, Cebu Velez
General Hospital, Visayas Community Medical Center, Perpetual Succour Hospital and Cebu City
Medical Center
• A member of the following organizations: Philippine Pediatric Society, Inc., Child Protection Network
Foundation Phil., Inc. Philippine Heart Association, Philippine Society of Pediatric Cardiology,
and the Technical Working Group of the Cebu Provincial Women’s Commission
which also sits as the Subcommittee for the Welfare of Children
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PSInsp Michael Virtudazo
• Chief, Regional Anti-Cybercrime Office 7
• Entered the PNP service in 2003 at PNP Computer Service as IT Police Non-Commissioned Office
• Awarded as IT PNCO of the Year in 2007
• Entered Officer-ship in 2008 via Lateral Entry
• Assigned in 2009 to 2011 at the National Operations Center of the PNP National Headquarters as IT
Officer and Assistant Chief for Operations
• Assigned with PNP CIDG as Cybercrime investigator and Digital Forensic Examiner in 2012
• Assigned with PNPACG in 2013 as Chief Regional Anti-Cybercrime Office 7
• Received and investigated at least 190 cybercrime complaints
• Examined at least 990 total number of electronic evidence
• Arrested at least 11 persons in 7 different operations in Region 7
• Filed at least 7 cases involving trafficking in persons with non-bailable offenses
• Lecturer on Cybercrime and Digital Forensics
ACP Robinson Landicho
See SS 1
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• Former Head, UP-PGH Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Section of the Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Medicine
• Chair, Philippine Board of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
• Professorial Lecturer II, Philippine Judiciary Academy (2009-2015)
• Past President, Philippine Psychiatric Association and Philippine Society of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatrists of the Philippines
• Graduate of UERMMMC College of Medicine and finished her residency in the same institution as a
Chief resident and went on to study Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at UP- Philippine General
Hospital Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine
• After her residency she took additional studies in the field of Adult and Child Forensic Psychiatry at
the King’s College, University of London, Institute of Psychiatry at The Maudsley through a British
Chevening Scholarship by the British Council
Ysrael Diloy
See SS 2

Simultaneous Symposium 10:

Ransom Avilla
See Plenary Session Speaker

Good Parenting in the Cyberage

Simultaneous Symposium 9:

Internet Addiction, Sexting, Sex Videos and Other Risky Online Behaviors
Dr. Joseph Mauro Sayo (Moderator)
• Diplomate, Philippine Board of Psychiatry (2013)
• Psychiatrist, CPU-PGH, DOJ Witness Protection Program, Philippine Mental Health Association and
several hospitals in Bulacan
• Member, Philippine Society of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (2009-present); Philippine Psychiatric
Association (2006-present); Member, Philippine Medical Association (2005-present)
• Fellowship in Child Psychiatry at Department of Psychiatry-PGH (2009-2011)
• Residency Training in Psychiatry at UP-PGH (2006-2008)
• Doctor of Medicine graduate of University of the East Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical Center
• BS Biology graduate of the University of Sto. Tomas
Dr. Narcisa Cristina Cinco
• Solo Practice, Vicente Gullas Memorial Hospital, Banilad, Mandaue City (2009-present)
• Volunteer Consultant in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Center for Behavioral Sciences / Women and
Children Protection Unit, Vicente Sotto Memorial Medical Center, Cebu City (2009-2015)
• Visiting Consultant, Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Department of Pediatrics, Cebu Doctors’ University
Hospital (2009-present)
• Volunteer Consultant in Psychiatry, Cebu Hope Center (2008-present)
• Medical Training: Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Residency, Harvard Medical
School (1995-1997); General Psychiatry Residency, Albert Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia
(1991-1995); Postgraduate Medical Internship, Philippine General Hospital, Manila Philippines
(1987-1988)
• Member: Cebu Medical Society; Philippine Medical Association; Philippine Mental Health AssociationCebu Chapter; Philippine Psychiatric Association
Dr. Norieta Calma-Balderrama
• Associate Professor (tenured), Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine,
University of Philippines, Manila College of Medicine
• Consultant, UP –PGH Child Protection Unit and Section head of Mental Health
and Wellness
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Jesus Far (Moderator)
• Child Protection Specialist, UNICEF Philippines
• Professional registered social worker with more than twenty years solid experience in the field of
social welfare, social work, child development, child protection, psychosocial support, child protection
in emergencies, social development, and community development work
• Member, Philippine Association of Social Workers, Inc.; Professional Board for Social Work
• Has the following academic degrees: Master’s Degree in Social Work, major in Community Organizing
and a Diploma in Social Work from the University of the Philippines; Bachelor of Science in Social
Work from Centro Escolar University
Sarah Norton-Staal
• Chief of Child Protection for UNICEF in the Philippines
• Prior to this assignment she worked for the regional UNICEF office in eastern and southern Africa as
an advisor on children in emergency and conflict situations, including extensive work on gender based
violence
• Has worked for the UN for 24 years, including 10 years with the UN High Commissioner for refugees
in Eastern Africa
• Her post graduate training is in social anthropology with a focus on gender and development,
including extensive fieldwork on female farmers and gender and agriculture in the eastern Caribbean
Dr. Stella Manalo
• Head, Section of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics, The Medical City
• Associate Director, Child Protection Unit, UP-PGH, Child Protection Network
• Faculty, Section of Developmental-Behavioral Pediatrics, UP-PGH
• Educational Background: UP College of Medicine (1987); Residency Training in Pediatrics, UP-PGH
(1991); Fellowship in Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics, UP-PGH (1997);
Masters in Business Administration in Health, Ateneo Graduate School of Business
• Areas of Expertise: Developmental and Behavioral Assessment of Children; Forensic Interview of
Children, Trauma-Informed Psychotherapy for Children, Parent Education and Intervention
Sonnie Santos
See SS 2
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SIMULTANEOUS SYMPOSIA: OBJECTIVES AND DETAILS
DECEMBER 1, 2015 (Day 1)
Simultaneous Symposium 1:
Online Child Abuse (Part I): Definitions, Laws and Reporting, Initial Investigation
Target audience: law enforcers, lawyers, judges, social workers, LGU officials, health providers
Moderator:
Reactors:
		
Speakers:
		
		
		

SAPP Lolita Lomanta
Judge Joselito Vibandor
Judge Nathaniel Andal
Atty. Lawrence Aritao
ACP Robinson Landicho
Dir. Monica Pagunsan
Dr. José Andrés Sotto

Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Define online child abuse and its different forms
2. Cite pertinent laws that protect children from online child abuse and exploitation
Simultaneous Symposium 2:
Cyberbullying
Target audience: social workers, educators, health providers, parents, policy makers, general audience
Moderator:
Dr. Nora Redulla
Reactor: 		
CA Associate Justice Marilyn Lagura-Yap
Speakers:
Dr. Emmanuel Hernani
		Priscilla Gonzalez-Fernando
		Sonnie Santos
		Ysrael Diloy
		
Leah Patricia Galgo
Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Define cyberbullying, and differentiate cyberbullying from other types of bullying
2. Discuss ways of bullying on line and the epidemiology of cyberbullying
3. Discuss the effects of cyberbullying and the common signs and symptoms
4. Enumerate steps in the management of victims of cyberbullying and the cyberbullies
5. Enumerate ways to stay safe online
6. Describe a preventive measures on the school level
Simultaneous Symposium 3:
Unwanted Exposure and Online Solicitation
Target audience: social workers, educators, health providers, parents, general audience
Moderator:
Dr. Ma. Victoria Ribaya
Reactors:
Judge Cesar Pabel Sulit
		
Judge Ester Veloso
Speakers:		
Detective Superintendent Paul Hopkins
		Stephanie McCourt
		
PSupt Ma. Ivy Castillo
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Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Describe the factors/ predictors of unwanted exposure to online pornography and online sexual
solicitation.
2. Describe the trends in the reporting of unwanted sexual exposure, grooming, solicitations, sextortion,
blackmailing and harassment via the internet.
3. Determine the profile of online predators and recipients in unwanted exposure and online sexual
solicitations.
4. Advocate measures to reduce the risk of unwanted exposures and solicitations.
5. Determine young internet users’ knowledge of how to avoid or respond to such experiences
including their awareness of help sources and their beliefs about the circumstances under which they
might seek hope or report such episode.
6. Determine internet safety information for parents and parents’ active mediation of internet safety.
Simultaneous Symposium 4:
UNICEF Researches on Online Child Protection
Target audience: policy makers, judges, lawyers/prosecutors, law enforcement agencies, social workers
Moderator:
Reactors:
		
Speakers:		
		
		
		
		

Atty. Jacqueline Guzman-Torio
CA Justice Geraldine Fiel-Macaraig
Senior State Prosecutor Lilian Doris Alejo
Prof. Myrna Feliciano
Atty. Flordeliza Vargas
Dr. Sandra Hernandez
Dr. Mary Ann Ladia
Atty. Katrina Legarda

Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Acquire knowledge of what has been done before and illustrate the different kinds of online
exploitation of children.
2. Identify the range of factors and actors involved in online abuse of children.
3. Understand the challenges and obstacles faced by stakeholders in protecting children on line.
4. Articulate and recognize emerging issues and trends in the protection of children against online
exploitation
DECEMBER 2, 2015 (Day 2)
Simultaneous Symposium 5:
Bata, bata, kamusta ka na?
(Research and Updates on Child Abuse and Neglect in the Philippines)
Target audience: policy makers, judges, lawyers/prosecutors, law enforcement agencies, social workers
Moderator:
Dr. Bernadette Madrid
Reactor: 		
Judge Emily San Gaspar-Gito
Speakers:
Dr. Nemuel Fajutagana		
		
Prof. Laurie Ramiro
		Dr. Noel Juban			
		
ED Patricia Luna
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Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Analyze the implications of local statistical trends on violence against children.
2. Apply relevant results of local researches on child abuse and neglect to the practice of child
protection in the Philippines.
3. Discuss the objectives and significant findings of the WCPU evaluation.
4. Recommend strategies and solutions to address the issues presented by the WCPU evaluation.
5. Renew their commitment to the child protection advocacy, through their continuing support of the
WCPUs.
Simultaneous Symposium 6:
ISPs and Financial Institutions: Their Role in the Cyberprotection of Children
Target audience: policy makers, lawyers, judges, law enforcement agencies, representatives from financial
institutions and internet service providers
Moderator:
Reactor:		
Speakers:		
		
		
		
		

Salve Duplito
Judge Angeline Mary Quimpo-Sale
Atty. Allan Julius Azcueta
State Counsel Herminia Angeles
Leodivico Bungubung, Jr.
Dr. Stephen Cutler
Atty. Raul Cortez

Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. To draw from the session’s discussions information that may be applied in their field of work.
2. To cite the duties and responsibilities of FSIs and ISPs as indicated by law in relation to protecting
children from online abuse
Simultaneous Symposium 7:
Online Child Abuse (Part IIA): Effective Aftercare of Survivors of Abuse
Target audience: social workers, mental health professionals, health providers, educators
Moderator:
Dolores Rubia
Reactor: 		
Judge Maria Celestina Mangrobang
Speakers:		
Dr. Clara Nemia Antipala
		Ann Steffen-Knapp
		Anamabel Garcia
		
Dr. José Andrés Sotto
Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Describe the short term and long term emotional and psychosocial impact of online abuse
2. Contrast impact between traditional and online abuse of children
3. Describe trauma informed interventions in the “after care” of survivors of online child abuse
Simultaneous Symposium 8:
Online Child Abuse (Part IIB): Effective Investigation, Prosecution and International Collaboration
Target audience: law enforcers/investigators, judges, prosecutors
Moderator:
Reactor: 		

Judge Amy Avellano
Judge Jose Lorenzo Dela Rosa
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Speakers:
Atty. Lawrence Aritao
		
Dr. Naomi Navarro-Poca
		
PSInsp Michael Virtudazo
		
ACP Robinson Landicho
		Ransom Avilla
Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Discuss best practice in preserving and handling electronic evidence
2. Discuss best practice in evaluating validity of electronic evidence on electronic evidence
3. Describe the importance of coordination and collaboration among national and international
agencies
Simultaneous Symposium 9:
Internet Addiction, Sexting, Sex Videos and Other Risky Online Behaviors
Target audience:parents, educators, mental health professionals, health providers, policy makers,
general audience
Moderator:
Dr. Joseph Mauro Sayo
Reactor: 		
Judge Lorna Chua-Cheng
Speakers:
Dr. Narcisa Cristina Cinco
		
Dr. Norieta Balderrama
		Ysrael Diloy
Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Define and discuss Internet Gaming Disorder based on DSM V.
2. Discuss the approach in the management of Internet Gaming Disorder (internet addiction)
3. Discuss the impact of online gaming in terms of physical, behavioral and socio-economic aspects.
4. Discuss risks of online abuse.
5. Discuss the incidence and practice of self-generated CSA materials.
6. Discuss issues of privacy related to self-generated CSA materials.
7. Discuss intervention/ prevention for internet gaming and self-generated CSA materials
Simultaneous Symposium 10:
Good Parenting in the Cyberage
Target Audience: social workers, health providers, parents, youth, general audience
Moderator:
Jesus Far
Speakers:
Sarah Norton-Staal			
		
Dr. Stella Manalo
		Sonnie Santos			
Objectives:
At the end of the symposium, the participants will be able to:
1. Identify the challenges that parents encounter in the rapid development of new communication
technology and the internet
2. Describe the impact of the use of new communication technology on child development
3. Identify the basic principles that may guide parents in parenting children and adolescents
4. Learn some practical skills in teaching children about online safety and in promoting
the positive use of new communication technology
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Social Cyberspace: A revolutionary, perplexing, dangerous new world
Horacio Severino
- Social media in a democratic system, this generation is the most enabled and interconnected in history.
- Teens today still lack a label -- how about the optimistic (or wishful) We Generation?
- But the enabling technology also has many dangers and pitfalls. Their elders have a role in establishing
rules and boundaries to make this a helpful new world. But first they have to understand it.
Online Child Abuse and Exploitation: Global Threats, Challenges, Data and Initiatives
Dorothy Rozga
- To understand the major threats related to the sexual exploitation of children through the misuse of
technologies and the internet, which are presented as the following:
• Greater circulation of child pornography, increasingly through peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing;
• An important share of CSAM traffic on TOR/hidden net;
• Use of mobile devices by child predators;
• Use of cloud-based services;
• Increase in live streaming of child sexual abuse shows;
• Growth in the production of self-generated sexual materials by adolescents;
• Majority of young and prepubescent children portrayed on the child abuse images (child pornography);
and
• Use of virtual currency such as Bitcoins to purchase CSAM.
- To give an overview of international laws and policies such as the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child
prostitution and child pornography (OPSC), Council of Europe Convention on Protection of Children
against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (also known as the Lanzarote Convention) and Convention
on Cybercrime (also known as the Budapest Convention).
- To cite and explain the roles of agencies involved in the efforts against online child abuse, including
INTERPOL, Europol, INHOPE, Child Helpline International (CHI), and Internet Watch Foundation among
many others.
The Developing Adolescent in the Digital Generation
Dr. Bernadette Madrid
A media company survey in 2013 showed that Pinoys lead the world in the amount of time spent socializing
online. It said Filipinos spend 53 hours socializing in a week, 11 hours more than the global average of
42 hours. Filipinos aged 15 to 24 years old represent the biggest consumers of information technology in
the past few years according to a Philippine media and lifestyle survey. The author, Grace Cruz, said that
“One in three young people said they have friends whom they only met online while 25 percent have friends
whom they met through text and have not seen personally.” This same behavior was exhibited by victims
of Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) seen at the Child Protection Unit where a retrospective study on CSA cases
involving social media found that 41% of the victims claimed that the perpetrator was their “boyfriend”,
and more than half of these victims admitted to meeting their “boyfriend” for the first time through social
media, and engaging in a relationship even prior to actually meeting their “boyfriend” in person. The
plenary lecture will discuss how the adolescent’s developing identity and emerging sexuality is affected by
the use of social media and vice versa. The lecture will also show how sources of sexual information shape
norms, behavior and beliefs of adolescents. It will conclude on how these will impact on the health and
development of adolescents.
Challenges of Cyberculture on Education and On the Filipino Family
Fr. Fidel Orendain, SDB
The speaker takes “cyberculture” as a cultural product of Information Communication
Technologies (ICT), particularly the computer and mobile devices that have generated a
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way of life that takes place entirely online. The increasing usage of ICTs contributes to the buildup of a
cyberculture that is altering how family members relate and how the young are educated.
On the Family aspect the speaker plans to explore:
The dramatic shifts brought about by cyberculture in the areas of family interpersonal interaction
On the educational aspect:
How are ICTs actually being used in education?
What principles can be followed in exploring new directions?
What do we know about the impact of ICTs on student learning or on student motivation and engagement
for learning?
Violence against Children in the Philippines: The Facts
Lotta Sylwander
Violence against children: A global issue
Violence against children is a universal problem affecting millions of children worldwide. It occurs in homes,
schools and communities and affects children of all ethnic, social and economic backgrounds. Research
shows that the effects of such violence can have devastating and long-term impacts, including life-long
physical and mental health problems.
UNICEF recognises that child online exploitation is an especially pernicious form of violence and represents
an increasingly worrisome global issue. Children make up one-third of all internet users around the world,
and rapidly expanding internet access has heightened the risk for abuse. Protecting children online is now
an urgent issue on the global agenda and forms part of a larger movement to end violence, abuse and
exploitation of children in all life-settings, including the virtual world.
The Asia-Pacific Region
Childhood violence is estimated to cost countries in the Asia-Pacific region a staggering US$ 209 billion
a year. This figure comes from research findings published just this year and follows on recent regional
commitments to gather more detailed, national evidence on violence against children – including crimes of
online exploitation.
As an active part of this movement, the Philippines is among four countries to have already completed
comprehensive national surveys (together with Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Indonesia) and is among the
first countries in the region to have committed to a robust response plan once the findings of the study are
released.
The Philippines
The Philippines is clearly no exception to the ills of violence against children, including those on the
Internet. From harassment and cyber-bullying to online sexual abuse, solicitation and exposure, recent and
forthcoming research is revealing the many online threats posed to our communities.
UNICEF recognizes the commitments already made by the Government of the Philippines to gather evidence
and begin raising awareness on these issues as well as its work to adopt strong legislation to support and
protect children from cybercrimes.
UNICEF’s commitment
UNICEF is acutely aware that research and legislation will only be as effective as the responses that are
launched. Such responses will require highly coordinated action by all government working on policy, law
enforcement, prosecution, the judiciary, social welfare, and inter-agency mechanisms, ICT/ISP industry,
civil society and development actors and organizations. It is now our challenge and obligation to urgently
gather even greater evidence and to build equally robust, multi-sectoral prevention and response plans.
UNICEF remains dedicated to these efforts. As an organization that puts children at the
heart of all its work, our agency will continue building and supporting global and local
strategies that aim to put an end to child online exploitation as part of a wider
movement to stop violence against children in all its forms.
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Case X – Lessons from a Collaborative Rescue (SS 1)
Atty. Lawrence Aritao
Collaborative rescues and effective prosecutions can form part of an effective response--and deterrent– to
online child sexual exploitation. All strategies to improve such rescues and prosecutions must remain faithful
to the best interests of the child.
Agencies that should be involved and the need for strong collaboration among agencies (SS 1)
Dir. Monica Pagunsan
Online Child Abuse has been a great concern for Philippine authorities. Law enforcement agencies report
of voluminous child pornography materials uploaded in the internet, everyday. The Philippines has also
been identified as a top source of these materials which has been circulated globally and the source of
income for enterprising criminal elements. Due to the prevalence of this problem, this is a phenomenon that
one agency nor the government can undertake alone. It needs an integrated approach involving related
agencies and the private sector to tackle this societal scourge in terms of prevention, advocacy, protection
and response.
The DOJ facilitated the national convergence of councils and committees on various child protection issues
to trigger collective actions from various stakeholders at different levels on how to strengthen Government
response in affording protection for children in the Cyberage. These inter-agency bodies include the
Committee for the Special Protection for Children (CSPC), Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking (IACAT),
Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council (JJWC), Inter-Agency Coalition Against Child Pornography (IACACP),
and the CWC.
Legal Framework
- Special Protection of Children Against Child Abuse, Exploitation and Discrimination Act (RA 7610)
- Anti-trafficking in Persons Act and the Expanded Anti-trafficking in Persons Act (RA 9208 as amended by
RA 10364)
- An Act Providing for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labor and Affording Stronger Protection
for the Working Child (RA 9231)
- An Act Defining and Penalizing the Crime of Child Pornography (RA 9775)
- An Act Defining Cybercrime, Providing for the Prevention, Investigation, Suppression and the Imposition
of Penalties Therefor and for Other Purposes (RA 10175)
- An Act Further Strengthening the Anti-Money Laundering Law (RA 9160)
- Anti-Photo and Voyeurism Act (RA 9995)
- Supreme Court Rules on Electronic Evidence
Implementation Activities
- Convergence of Councils and Committee on Child Online Protection
- Multi-Disciplinary Capacity Building Activities
- Public-Private Partnership on the Prevention and Advocacy
- Multi-Disciplinary Protection and Response
Definition, Incidence, People-at-risk (SS 2)
Dr. Emmanuel Hernani
My presentation will highlight the different types of bullying and its variant, cyberbullying, which is the main
topic of my presentation. I will present the different types of cyberbullying and its definition and description.
There will be some data presentation and I would focus my discussion of this section on case studies that
are of interest to the Philippine setting. I will identify sectors that are vulnerable and those who are at risk
of becoming victims to cyberbullying.
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Cyber Wellness As A General Framework To Bullying Prevention (SS 2)
Sonnie Santos
- The Cyber Wellness Framework
- Cyber Wellness for Educators
- Cyber Wellness for Parents and Nannies
- Cyber Wellness for Kids
Responding to and Reporting Cases of Cyberbullying (SS 2)
Ysrael Diloy
Cyberbullying is a multi-faceted problem and needs to be addressed in a multi-faceted way accordingly. We
have to recognize that at its core, it is not only a “technology” based problem, but is also something that has
to be addressed in terms of behavioral change and institutional policies. The topic will center on different
modes of responding to cases of cyberbullying, not only for children themselves, but also for families and
institutions.
Philippine setting: demographics, statistics, trends on child online sexual exposure, detection and monitoring
of online exposures (SS 3)
PSupt Ma. Ivy Castillo
- Statistics of case handled
- Typology of offenders
- Trends / Modus of online child sexual exposure
- Online investigation
- Coordinating international operation
- 3 sample cases: child pornography; grooming; sextortion
Duties and responsibilities of financial service and internet service providers under the law, in relation to the
protection of children from online abuse (SS 6)
State Counsel Herminia Angeles
- ISP brief background and children online abuse PH set up
- Relevant laws and jurisprudence providing duties and responsibilities of ISPs
- DOJ opinion and other circulars/guidelines
- Citation of some actual cases
- Best practices from local and international settings in addressing the situation
- Key challenges
Efforts of financial institutions in assisting law enforcement agencies in combating online child abuse (SS 6)
Leodivico Bungubung, Jr.
- Overview of Western Union (WU)
- Products & Services
- Anti – Human Trafficking Initiatives
- What WU sees
Efforts of financial institutions in assisting law enforcement agencies in combating online child abuse (SS 6)
Dr. Stephen Cutler
- Differences in “financial institutions”: bank and non-bank
- Some financial products of financial institutions that are commonly used by these groups
- Identifying, obtaining and using data from financial institutions
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The Cebu Experience in Providing Aftercare to OSEC Victims (SS 7)
Dr. Clara Nemia Antipala
Major Impact of Online Sexual Exploitation on Children and Adolescents:
- Confusion about what is right and what is wrong
- Attachment issues
Challenges met by aftercare staff:
- Separating the children from their parents in a less painful or traumatic way
- Providing developmentally appropriate information
- Protecting the privacy of the children from curious neighbors and media during the rescue operations
Gaps in available care
- Lack of safe shelters equipped to accept sibling groups with possible complex trauma.
- Lack of foster parents adequately trained in trauma informed care to provide substitute home care for
rescued children or siblings.
- Lack of expert care to prevent the development of trauma symptoms arising from the separation from
parents (depression, withdrawal, etc.)
Needs of these children:
- Safe shelters with staff trained on trauma informed care
- Safe shelters accepting sibling groups that can provide substitute parenting
- Continuation of schooling
- Expert care in dealing with emerging trauma symptoms
Unique issues in walking with these kids towards restoration:
- How to make rescues less painful and traumatic
- How to help the children deal with the pain and confusion of their abrupt separation from their parents,
their loneliness and confusion about why they can’t see their parents, coping/living with the shame, and
maintaining relationship with their parents who are in jail
- How to prepare the children for a future without parents in the next 20 or more years especially the
2-year old kid
- How to help the eldest child cope with the responsibility of being a parent to her younger sisters while
having to cope with the challenges of growing up herself
- How to help the children understand what testifying is (telling the truth about what you know), why it’s
important, and helping them work through emotions and develop coping skills to manage the feelings
that come with being asked to testify, actually testifying, or simply even knowing there is a case against
one of their loved ones
Applying lessons learned from combating traditional trafficking and abuse (SS 7)
Ann Steffen-Knapp
Lessons learned from working with survivors of human trafficking for commercial sexual exploitation,
including some considerations that are unique to the OSEC population.
Emotional and psychosocial impact of online child abuse (SS 7)
Anamabel Garcia
Nature and Dynamics of Online Sexual Abuse
- Prevalence of the issue not just globally but locally. Showing how social media impacted the lives of
children pervasively in a negative way. Though social media/ internet has been of good tool towards
progress and development, the downside of such and how much influence does it spread to the
community of vulnerable sectors must also be divulged and talked about publicly.
- Push Factors that led children to Online Sexual Abuse
- Reasons that victims find themselves uncooperative to rescuers
- Entrapment Process
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Common Notions on the Issue of Online Sexual Exploitation of Children
- Myths and beliefs add to the complexities in understanding the dynamics of Online Sexual Exploitation
of Children (OSEC). These complexities hinder people to soar deeply what the real victimization that
the victims are into, thus failing to understand what these victims are undergoing through and how they
are hooked into it.
- Dispelling myths can help us understand the true nature and dynamics of OSEC and make us find
effective approaches to respond to their needs and makes us become efficient aftercare service
providers.
- Strongly held myths and beliefs that usually stem from unexamined cultural notions of the issue of
OSEC leads to judgmental attitudes of people surrounding the victims/survivors. Such lived beliefs
could result to inappropriate intervention which could also make service providers helpless and
frustrated. All these could boil down to the attitude of blaming the victims.
Consequences/ Impact on: Family, Emotional, Psychological, Physical
Importance of trauma-informed strategies, trauma-informed care in all stages, trauma-informed
psychotherapy (SS 7 )
Dr. José Andrés Sotto
This presentation addresses the challenges faced by service organizations when treating OSEC victims.
The author argues that, given the severe loss of a victim’s sense of safety, power, voice and significance,
service organizations have to work at rebuilding the victim’s sense of connectedness, restoring her trust in
people and her environment, and strengthening her resiliencies. Trauma-informed approaches enhance
a survivor’s rehabilitation through a system of model coherency, framed by six inter-locking principles—
safety, trustworthiness, peer specialists, empowerment, collaboration and mutuality, and diversity. Issues
concerning case management and intervention are laid out.
- Impact of OSEC on Victims
- Trauma-Informed Approaches
- Becoming Trauma-Informed
- Challenges for Intervention
Child Sensitive Interview: An Overview (SS 8)
Dr. Naomi Navarro-Poca
- Effective investigation of online child abuse includes learning from the child what was done to her or him,
what he or she had seen, heard, felt and even tasted or smelled. From her or his own mouth. Using his
or her own words.
- For effective interviewing one must always keep in mind the children’s best interests. This means taking
into consideration their varying needs, capabilities, values, interests, and cultural differences. Interviewing
children in a sensitive manner is not only meant for law enforcers investigating cases involving children but
also for lawyers, social workers, judges and mental health professionals who, for particular purposes, will
need to know what the child can narrate to him or her.
- In conducting a child sensitive forensic interview, the interviewer is an objective fact-finder, a neutral truthseeker who first establishes and maintains rapport with the child, uses language that is developmentally
appropriate to the child and conducts the interview in a flexible manner following the child’s lead and
adapting to the his or her needs and circumstances while manifesting a demeanor aimed at eliciting
accurate and reliable information from the child. As such, ongoing training and peer review is necessary.
- Interviewers have to keep in mind that an effective interview is not dependent on the child but on the skill
of the interviewer.
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Basic Preservation and Handling of Digital and Electronic Evidence (SS 8)
PSInsp Michael Virtudazo
- Proper planning and preparation of a search raid where digital evidence may be found
- Tools and items maybe needed for a search raid where digital evidence may be found
- Securing and documenting a crime scene where digital evidence occur
Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD): Signs and Symptoms (SS 9)
Dr. Narcisa Cristina Cinco
- IGD is not yet a formal diagnosis on DSM-5
- IGD, like Gambling Disorder, is a behavioral addiction
- The neurotransmitter, Dopamine, and the same areas of the brain are affected in IGD, gambling, and the
brains of drug addicts
- Behavioral addicts as well as drug addicts manifest similar impairments, tolerance, and withdrawal
symptoms
- There is evidence from China that IGD is associated with a reduction of both grey and white matter in the
brain areas involved with higher functions
Treatment of Internet Gaming Disorder (SS 9)
Norieta Calma-Balderrama
Internet gaming Disorder ( IGD ) also known as video game addiction or pathological video gaming as
seen in the DSM 5 edition has been classified under the conditions for further study. Proposed criteria was
discussed including persistent and recurrent use of the internet to engage in games leading to clinically
significant functional impairment in one year. DSM 5 shows nine criteria a) preoccupation with internet
games b) withdrawal symptoms when internet gaming c) tolerance d) unsuccessful attempts to control
e) loss of interest in hobbies and entertainment f) excessive use of internet games despite knowledge of
psychosocial problems g)deception h) use of internet gaming to escape or relieve a negative mood i) loss of
significant relationship, job or educational or career opportunity.
Studies show CBT is considered as an effective treatment and four major cognitive factors affecting children
with IGD were identified. Notable factors to be discussed when treating children with IGD includes;
gaming as a means of social acceptance, gaming to boost self esteem , importance of game reward
value , maladaptive and inflexible rules about gaming behaviour .The cognitive behavioural models can
be categorized under problematic cognitions and behaviours that maintain the maladaptive response.
Maladaptive cognitions can be about the self or the world. The other explanation is related to preference
for online social interactions and preoccupations. In general gaming satisfies the psychological need for
competence, autonomy and relatedness.
Successful treatment of cases handled included both somatic and psychosocial modes of treatment. Most of
the cases had either personal issues or those related to family or peer groups. Most vulnerable are senior high
school students and first year college students. Most of the cases handled were given antidepressants. Other
modes of treatment included psychoeducation, family therapy, behaviour parent training in collaboration
with school authorities.

ABSTRACT

Selfies, Sexting and Sex Videos (SS 9)
Ysrael Diloy
The internet and social media in particular, has been said to have contributed significantly to the “narcissist”
tendencies of young people today. With the invisible security and privacy bought about by the digital age,
there are increasing reports of teenagers engaging in the production of self-generated sexualized materials.
This talk will explore the concept of this practice, how it progresses, and the possible consequences to such
behavior.
Intervention/ Prevention for Internet Gaming and Self-Generated CSA materials (SS9)
Ysrael Diloy
It is not enough to recognize risky behaviors of children. As child protection advocates, we also have to
equip ourselves on what interventions we can take in order to build up the protective behavior of children so
that will not be further exposed to such risks/dangers. This talk will discuss different intervention/prevention
modalities, from primary and tertiary intervention, to more institutionalized prevention efforts/ideas
Impact of Cyberage on Child Development / Implication on Parenting Children and Adolescents (SS 10)
Dr. Stella Manalo
The two combined talks will explore the impact of the pervasive influence of electronic media represented
by television, internet, computer, tablets and mobile technology on children’s brain development, behavior
and learning.
The first part of the talk will tackle the essential needs of young children during each critical stage of
development and how exposure to electronic gadgets disrupts this normal process. The continuing risks
to physical, socio-emotional and mental health associated with excessive use of digital devices will also be
highlighted. Special emphasis will be placed on the effect on children of violent images on television, the
inter-net and gaming (computer, on-line and video-gaming).
The second part of the lecture will address the vital role of parents in regulating their children’s exposure
to electronic and digital media and how they must implement discipline and self-control in the use of these
extremely attractive and addictive gadgets or devices.
Parenting Children and Adolescents in the Cyberage (SS 10)
Sonnie Santos
- The Need for Parents To Go Digital, Social and Mobile
- Filtering tools that helps
- Engaging the cyber culture
- Education and Cyberwellness
- Digital Discipline

CBT strategy for internet gaming disorder includes a development of a controlled behavior plan which
includes antecedents and triggers and monitoring. The aim was to help the child to control the use of
internet.
It is hoped that further studies on internet gaming will be conducted in the Philippines so that we will also
have our own data and consider cultural differences inherent among children that we serve.
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Directions1 from Marco Polo Plaza Hotel Cebu
To Cebu Provincial Capitol Grounds

2015 Graduates of the Certificate On
Women and Children Protection Specialty Course
NAME

Marco Polo Plaza Hotel Cebu,
Nivel Hills, Cebu Veterans Drive, Cebu City, 6000
• Head south on Cebu Veterans Drive toward Sitio Fatima Stairway (1.3 km)

• Turn right onto N Escario Street. Destination will be on the right (1.0 km)
Cebu Provincial Capitol,
N. Escario Street Cebu City, Cebu

Delegates and speakers are all invited to the AKO PARA SA BATA Conference closing
ceremonies, fellowship night and graduation on December 2, 2015 at the Cebu Provincial
Capitol Grounds. The event is hosted by the Cebu Provincial Government. Kindly present your
stub upon entry to the venue.

1

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

Rufina Lynor Barrot-Gler

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

Janet Galangue

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

Eugene Mesias

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

Glenda Garcia Vilches, MD

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

Rosemarie Abadingo, RSW

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

PO2 Merian Repalda Trinchera

Eastern Visayas Regional Medical Center,
Tacloban City

UNFPA

Ma. Victoria Delos Santos, MD

Camarines Norte Provincial Hospital, Daet

UNFPA

Aileen Camacho, RSW

Camarines Norte Provincial Hospital, Daet

UNFPA

SPO1 Monica San Juan

Camarines Norte Provincial Hospital, Daet

UNFPA

Gina Galinato, MD

Sultan Kudarat Provincial Hospital, Isulan

UNFPA

PO1 Kristine Ivy Pensader

Sultan Kudarat Provincial Hospital, Isulan

UNFPA

Nemia Estabillo, RSW

Sultan Kudarat Provincial Hospital, Isulan

UNFPA

Clarisa Arbizo

Veterans Memorial Medical Center

Hospital

Gilma Mortega

Veterans Memorial Medical Center

Hospital

Geraldine Alcantara

Ospital ng Makati

Hospital

Emmylou Erfe

Ospital ng Makati

Hospital

Susana Rosario Perlas, MD

Roxas Memorial Provincial Hospital

KNH

Josephine Magallanes

Roxas Memorial Provincial Hospital

KNH

SPO1 Roxannie Estrella Ayayo

Roxas Memorial Provincial Hospital

Nora Genevieve Recolizado

Baguio General Hospital and Medical Center

Hospital

Rhea Tabor, RSW

Baguio General Hospital and Medical Center

Hospital

Joy Nabannal, RSW

Baguio General Hospital and Medical Center

Hospital

Charmaine Marie Castillo, RSW

Veterans Regional Medical Center

Hospital

Directions c/o Google Maps
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FUNDER

Remegia Manalo

• Cebu Veterans Drive turns slightly left and becomes Gorordo Avenue (1.3 km)
• Turn right onto Avelino Morales Street (200 m)

HOSPITAL-LGU
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Consuelo Foundation is an operating foundation registered under the laws of the United States of America.
It was founded by Consuelo Zobel Alger whose family has, over the years, greatly influenced the economic
and business landscapes all throughout the Philippines. Her generosity enabled the Foundation to “renew
hope to those who have lost it and give hope to those who never had it.” This vision is realized through the
prevention and treatment of abuse, neglect and exploitation among children, women and families. Since
its inception in 1988, Consuelo Foundation has helped more than 400,000 children and women in the
Philippines and 5,000 in Hawaii in partnership with more than 100 non-government organizations.
Consuelo’s mission “to spend heaven doing good on earth” began shortly after her death but her legacy in
caring for the poor children and women still lives to this day.
Address: 27th Floor, Citibank Tower, 8741 Paseo de Roxas, Makati City, Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel. No.: (02) 848-0601
Email: philinfo@consuelo.org
Website: www.consuelo.org

The Department of Health (DOH) holds the over-all technical authority on health as it is a national health
policy-maker and regulatory institution.
The DOH has three major roles in the health sector: (1) leadership in health; (2) enabler and capacity
builder; and (3) administrator of specific services. Its mandate is to develop national plans, technical
standards, and guidelines on health. Aside from being the regulator of all health services and products,
the DOH is the provider of special tertiary health care services and technical assistance to health providers
and stakeholders.
Together with its attached agencies, the DOH – constituted of various central bureaus and services in the
Central Office, Centers for Health Development (CHD) in every region, and DOH-retained hospitals –
performs its roles to continuously improve the country’s health care system.
Address: San Lazaro Compound, Tayuman, Sta. Cruz, Manila, Philippines 1003
Tel. No.: (02) 651-7800
Fax No.: (02) 711-6744
Twitter: @officialdohgov
Website: www.doh.gov.ph
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The Department of Justice (DOJ) derives its mandate primarily from the Administrative Code of 1987
(Executive Order No. 292). It carries out this mandate through the Department Proper and the Department’s
attached agencies under the direct control and supervision of the Secretary of Justice.
Under Executive Order 292, the DOJ is the government’s principal law agency. As such, the DOJ serves as
the government’s prosecution arm and administers the government’s criminal justice system by investigating
crimes, prosecuting offenders and overseeing the correctional system.
Section 23 of Republic Act No. 10175 or the Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012 prvovides for the creation
of an Office of Cybercrime within the DOJ and is designated as the central authority in all matters related
to international mutual assistance and extradition for cybercrime matters.
Address: Office of Cybercrime, Department of Justice, Padre Faura, Ermita, Manila, Philippines 1000
Tel. No.: (02) 523-8481 local 222
Email: cybercrime@doj.gov.ph
Twitter: @DOJPH
Website: www.doj.gov.ph

As the lead agency in social welfare and development, the Department of Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD) exercises the following functions:
- Formulates policies and plans which provide direction to intermediaries and other implementers in the
development and delivery of social welfare and development services.
- Develops and enriches existing programs and services for specific groups, such as children and youth,
women, family and communities, solo parents, older persons and Persons with Disabilities (PWDs);
- Registers, licenses and accredits individuals, agencies and organizations engaged in social welfare and
development services, sets standards and monitors the empowerment and compliance to these standards.
- Provides technical assistance and capability building to intermediaries; and
- Provides social protection of the poor, vulnerable and disadvantaged sector, DSWD also gives augmentation
funds to local government units so these could deliver SWD services to depressed municipalities and
barangays and provide protective services to individuals, families and communities in crisis situation.
Address: DSWD, Batasan Complex, Constitution Hills, Quezon City, Philippines 1126
Tel. No.: (02) 931-8101 to 07
Twitter:@dswdserves
Website: www.dswd.gov.ph
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The International Justice Mission (IJM) is a global organization that protects the poor from violence
throughout the developing world. IJM partners with local authorities to:
- Rescue victims by helping local authorities find people suffering from violence and oppression and bring
them to safety.
- Bring criminals to justice by working relentlessly in local courts to ensure traffickers, slave owners, rapists,
and other criminals are restrained from hurting others.
- Restore survivors by providing trauma therapy and counseling to survivors of violence, and work with
partners to give survivors the education, job training or tools they need to thrive.
- Strengthen justice systems by identifying gaps in the way systems protect the poor and then work with
police, prosecutors, courts and social welfare agencies to address these complex challenges.
The IJM has three field offices in the Philippines—Cebu, Manila and Pampanga. IJM Philippines focuses on sexual
violence & sex trafficking. IJM has helped protect more than 21 million people from violence in nearly 20 communities.
Address (UK Head Office): International Justice Mission PO Box 12251, Witham, CM8 9BX
Tel. No. (UK Head Office): 0300 303 2425
Twitter: @IJM_UK
Website: www.IJMUK.org

organizations

UNFPA, the United Nations Population Fund, works to promote the right of every woman, man & child to enjoy
a life of health & equal opportunity. UNFPA’s vision is of a world where every pregnancy is wanted, every
birth is safe, every young person is free of HIV & AIDS, & every woman & girl is treated with dignity & respect.
In the Philippines, UNFPA’s overall goal is to empower and improve the lives of underserved populations,
especially women and young people including adolescents, enabled by an understanding of population
dynamics, human rights and gender equality, and driven by the needs of Filipinos and tailored to the
Philippine context. As the Philippines is a signatory to the International Conference on Population and
Development (ICPD) and the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), UNFPA’s support to national and local
partners aims to reduce maternal deaths by achieving universal access to sexual and reproductive health,
including family planning.
Address: 30th Floor, Yuchengco Tower I, RCBC Plaza 6819, Ayala Corner Senator Gil Puyat Avenue, Makati
City, Philippines
Tel. No.: (02) 901-0318
Email: phl.co@unfpa.org
Twitter: @UNFPA
Website: www.unfpa.org.ph

UNICEF is an agency of the United Nations devoted to serving the world’s children. UNICEF began providing
assistance to the Philippines in November 1948. Since then, UNICEF and the Philippine government have
been partners in protecting Filipino children.
The Philippine Judicial Academy (PHILJA) adheres to the following philosophy:
- The people are best served when the Judiciary is independent and its members are women and men of
proven competence, integrity, probity, and independence.
- Judicial education is an indispensable tool for ensuring an effective, independent and credible Judiciary.
PHILJA pursues the following objectives:
- To foster sound values and attitudes, expertise in substantive and procedural laws; and develop
management competence through courses, seminars and symposia for members of the Judiciary and
quasi-judicial bodies;
- To contribute to available legal literature of scholarly and practical significance to benefit the members of
the Judiciary through the publication of a Judicial Journal and a Bulletin;
- To integrate the Academy’s philosophy, principles and objectives and instructional programs in conventions,
seminars, and other activities of the associations of judges and court personnel;
- To conduct research to advance the frontiers of juridical science and court technology;
- To develop and strengthen networking and partnership with other institutions towards
the development and implementation of programs for continuing judicial education.
Address: Supreme Court of the Philippines, 3rd Floor Centennial Building, Padre Faura Street, Ermita,
Manila, Philippines 1000
Email: philja@sc.judiciary.gov.ph
Website: www.philja.judiciary.gov.ph
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UNICEF implements programs covering education, health and nutrition, disaster risk reduction and
emergencies, HIV and AIDS prevention, child protection, communication, and local policy and institutional
development.
UNICEF envisions a country where all children in the Philippines enjoy their rights and have a bright future
within caring and protective families and communities.
As a leading child rights advocacy organization, UNICEF Philippines will: advocate that every child in the
Philippines has the environment they need for their growth, development and security; increase the number
of organizations involved in securing the highest standards of care for children and the fulfillment of their
rights; and, as managers of resources for all children, operate in a way that is transparent, effective and
accountable.
Address: 31st Floor, Yuchengco Tower Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (RCBC) Plaza 6819 Ayala
Avenue corner Gil Puyat Avenue, Makati City, Philippines 1200
Tel. No.: (02) 901-0130 (for child protection)
E-mail: manila@unicef.org
Twitter: @unicefphils
Website: www.unicef.ph
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